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Abstract

This thesis investigates the possibility of controlling the response of a general multi-degree
of freedom structure to a relatively distant blast load using passive and semi-active devices.
A relatively distant blast is one that applies significant momentum to the structure, but
does not destroy the face of the structure. Three multi-storey structures, and one singlestorey structure, are modelled using non-linear finite elements with structural columns
discretised into multiple elements to accurately capture the effects of higher order modes
that are typically excited in such blast load responses. The single-storey model structure is
subjected to blast loads of varying duration, magnitude and shape, and the critical aspects
of the response are investigated over a range of structural periods in the form of blast load
response spectra. The optimal device arrangements are found to be those that reduce the
first peak of the structural displacement and thus also reduce the subsequent free vibration
of the structure. For a given blast load, various passive and semi-active devices, as well as
device architectures, are investigated. The optimal device architecture was found to be one
that spanned approximately two-thirds the height of the structure. Depending on what
damage parameters are considered critical for a given structure, different devices and
arrangements are appropriate. The main factors in choosing a semi-active device and its
control architecture, or arrangement, are the tradeoffs between permanent deflection, free
vibration, base shear and device capacity limitations. Overall, the results present a first
analysis on the effectiveness of semi-active devices and the unique force-displacement
properties they offer for mitigating non-catastrophic blast loads.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In the modern world, the risk of structures experiencing blast loads has increased with a
rise in terrorist activities around the world, as well as military actions and the chances of
accidental explosions [1]. Numerous blast load hazards present themselves in the form of
car bombs, accidental blasting of stored ordnances and numerous other forms of ground
shocks [2, 3, 4]. As such, it is desirable that modern day structures are able to withstand a
blast load, particularly relatively distant blasts where the specific structure is not the
primary target, but may still suffer extensive damage from the loading.

1.2 Objectives and Scope

The main objective of this study is to give a quantitative assessment of semi-active
methods to reduce the likelihood of structural failure due to a blast load. To achieve this
goal, several areas are investigated:

(i)

The parameters that control the blast load response must first be identified.
Thus, the effect of different blast load pressure wave shapes and intensities are
investigated first using a simple structure.

(ii)

Several passive and semi-active methods of reducing the response to blast
loading for this simple structure are investigated over a range of structural
periods, blast sizes and device sizes.
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(iii)

Passive and semi-active architectures are investigated on 3, 6 and 9-storey
multi-degree of freedom structures to determine the most effective arrangement
in reducing the response to blast loading, and the impact of higher global
structural mode responses.

1.3 The Nature of Blast Loads

Near field blast loads which destroy the structure on initial impact may not necessarily be
protected against without costly measures incorporated into the construction of the
structure. However, far field (relatively distant) blast loads, which do not destroy the
structural face, may be protected against, possibly using simple design measures or
emerging structural control devices.

Blast loads are characterised as impulsive. An impulsive load is defined as a load of high
magnitude and relatively short duration (t1/T<<1 where t1 is the loading duration and T is
the natural period of the structure). Figure 1-1 shows a typical blast load. Due to its
impulsive nature, the response of the structures does not reach its maximum displacement
or velocity while the blast acts. Instead the blast may act to provide a set of initial
conditions for a subsequent non-linear free vibration response.

2

Response
Load

t1

t

Figure 5-1 Impulse response

Two main types of blast loads exist, above ground air blasts and below ground shocks, as
shown schematically in Figure 1-2. In this study, both cases are modelled as equivalent
forces lumped at each structural floor. The complex dynamics of air-blast interaction with
the structure are not considered, as this study aims to give a quantitative overall assessment
of semi-active devices, rather than a rigorous analysis of the structural response to specific
different types of blast loads.

Above ground

Below ground

Figure 1-2 Above and below ground blasts
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1.4 General Structural Response to Blast loads

Blast loads differ from seismic loads in that they excite higher frequency modes, rather
than only lower or fundamental frequency modes [5]. As such, damage from blast loads
can occur in two stages. First, the initial impact of the blast produces large shear stresses
within the structure, which may (if near enough) cause a structure to collapse. Second,
after the initial impact of the blast there is a free vibration response, which can produce
large non-linear displacements due to the large initial blast induced displacement.
Structures can be damaged and/or fail due to excessive non-linear free vibration
displacement in this latter stage. Thus, structures that survive the initial blast loading
impact can still fail during the free vibration response [2], as both portions of the response
are non-linear. Reducing both the initial shear stress and the amount of displacement in the
free vibration stage are thus required to best reduce the likelihood of failure.

The response to an impulse load, therefore, has two general phases. The first phase, the
forced vibration phase, occurs during the very short application of the impulse. The
structure does not reach its maximum displacement in this phase, as there is not enough
time. The second phase, the free vibration phase, occurs after the impulse has been applied.
Generally, this phase contains small accelerations and large displacements. The two phases
are shown in the typical response for a 3 storey structure show in Figure 1-3. The forced
vibration phase duration is small compared to the free vibration phase.

4

Figure 1-3 Generic response of a 3-storey structure to a blast load

The amount of displacement that occurs in the free vibration stage depends on the size of
the first displacement and velocity peak that results directly from the initial impact of the
blast load. If a tendon is used to control the response, it will reduce the first displacement
peak. However this approach also raises the base shear stress in the structure, which may
be undesirable especially in older structures. The tendon may also yield or stretch,
reducing its effect on subsequent cycles. Nevertheless, if the base and structural shear
stress remains below levels that cause failure, the tendon will improve the chances of a
structure surviving the free vibration stage of the response.

1.5 Semi-Active Control

Semi-active control is an emerging method of effectively mitigating structural damage
from a range of large environmental loads [6, 8, 9]. Currently, active control when applied
to civil engineering structures can only achieve a valuable reduction in response when
forces applied correspond to significant fractions of structural weights. The power required
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to apply such forces is usually too large to be acceptable for most civil engineering
applications [7, 8]. However, semi-active devices do not apply external forces to the
structure. Instead they modify, during the time the external excitation is acting, the
stiffness and/or damping characteristics of passive devices to limit any possibilities of
resonance and maximise overall structural energy dissipation.

Semi-active devices differ from passive devices in that they produce a temporary, not
permanent, modification of global mechanical characteristics of the structure. Semi-active
control is also becoming increasingly feasible as hardware costs decrease and availability
increases. However, unlike passive control technology, which has reached a sufficient
maturity level, semi-active control, still requires significant research effort. Overall,
however, its main advantage is its adaptive controlled ability to respond to changes in the
structural response where passive design approaches cannot.

Semi-active devices are an ideal method of reducing structural displacement during free
vibration. Resettable devices non-linearly alter the stiffness of the structure with stored
energy being released as the compressed fluid reverts to its initial pressure, rather than
being returned to the structure [6]. These emerging devices have been studied extensively
for seismic structural control [11, 12, 13] and have the ability to re-shape hysteretic
behaviour in some implementations [10, 14, 15]. However, they have not been examined
for the blast load case. They also offer the added advantage of being effective on every
cycle of the response instead of a limited number.

In this study, two types of semi-active device are considered, those being a 2-4 device and
a 1-4 device. A 1-4 device resists motion between peaks before resetting, as shown in
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Figure 4a. A 2-4 device resists only motion towards the equilibrium and thus adds damping
only in the 2nd and 4th quadrants, as shown in Figure 4b [9, 10]. The first main difference
between these two devices is that a 2-4 device does not increase base shear demand. It
should also be noted that while 1-4 control resists the first peak response, increasing base
shear demand, 2-4 control will not affect the first peak and only acts subsequently to
reduce free vibration.

Figure 1-4 Semi-active device hysteretic behaviour for (a) a 1-4 resetable device and (b) a 2-4 resetable
device

1.6 Overview

Chapter 2 presents a discussion of the structural models and the control simulation
techniques used in this study. The non-linear finite element model development is outlined,
with a description on its implementation in the time-history analysis. Chapters 3 through 5
present the results and discussion for the different cases investigated, a single storey
structure, multi-storey structures with tendons only and multi-storey structures with semiactive devices. The primary conclusions of this research are presented in Chapter 6.
Finally, Chapter 7 presents suggestions for future developments from this research.
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2. Structural Model and Control Simulation

2.1 Introduction

To investigate the effectiveness of semi-active devices on structures experiencing blast
loads, a basic structural analysis computer model was developed as a foundation for these
studies. The model accounts for the effects of yielding, plasticity, hysteresis, damping and
the excitation of higher frequency local modes. This section describes each of these
elements is detail.

2.2 Structural Model

2.2.1 Structure description

Four different structures are considered, a single storey, a three-storey, a six-storey and a
nine storey. For simplicity, each is a single bay structure. These different structures provide
a simple yet effective means of relating the results to design practice for (relatively) squat
and tall structures alike that are or maybe exposed to blast loading. In addition, they
represent a gradually increasing likelihood of higher global modes contributing to the
response, particularly after any initial plastic deformation.

A non-linear finite element model of each structure was created. Due to the nature of blast
loads, the modelling technique differed slightly from traditional finite element models of
such structures. Blast loads tend to excite the higher frequency modes of the structure on
which they act [5]. It is therefore important that the model is able to capture these higher
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frequencies that are excited by the initial short pulse of the blast load, particularly where
they represent local structural modes of columns or beams. This initial pulse also results in
initial damage, facilitating failure in the later free vibration response [2].

As a result, a traditional finite element model of frames with the column masses lumped at
the floors is not appropriate. Instead, the columns mass must be distributed throughout the
column. Previous study has shown that discretising the column mass into six parts
throughout the column is sufficient to accurately model the expected structural response
[5]. Figure 2-1 shows the schematic finite element model for the 1-storey case.

Figure 2-1 Typical discretisation method with six lumped masses forming the columns mass

2.2.2 Giberson one-component model

The elements used in the model are based on the Giberson one-component model, as
shown in Figure 2-2 [16]. This model has rigid-plastic rotational springs at each member
end. It is assumed that all inelastic deformation occurs at the member ends with the central
part of the beam remaining elastic. The incremental flexure rotations at the member ends
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are obtained from Equation (2-1), using the Giberson one-component model defined in
those element equations.

Figure 2-2 Giberson one-component model and moment-rotation relations at the member ends

 ∆θ i 
= Elastic flexure rotation + Plastic flexural spring rotation


∆θ j  flexure
1
L 2 1  ∆M i   k fi
=

+
6 EI 1 2 ∆M j   0



0
 ∆M i 

1  ∆M j 
k fj 
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 ∆M i 
= [ f ]2 x 2 

 ∆M j 

(2-1)

Where:



k fi = 
 EI
l
 p

∞
0

Hinge is elastic

 ri 


 1 − ri 

Hinge is plastic
Hinge is inelastic

Where lp is the plastic hinge length and ri is the ratio of the inelastic to the elastic stiffness,
and all other terms are defined in Figure 2-2.

From Equation (2-1), the 2 by 2 flexiblity matrix, f, for each member can be found, which
is inverted to obtain the 2 by 2 stiffness matrix, K.

[K ]2 x 2 = [ f ]2−1x 2

(2-2)

The 2 by 2 stiffness matrix becomes a 3 by 3 stiffness matrix when the axial stiffness of the
member is considered, denoted by the decoupled AE/L term in Equation (2-3).

[K ]3 x 3
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 AE
= L
 0



0 
[K ]2 x 2 

(2-3)

2.2.3 Rigid end blocks

When members connect into large structural joints, rigid end block effects should be
considered. The assumption of rigid end blocks has a significant effect on the stiffness of a
frame, its response to dynamical excitation and its natural frequencies of free vibration.

For an elastic member with length Lc the variation of the moment along the rigid end-block
is assumed to be linear, as shown in Equation (2-4).

c
u2c 
Lc 2 1  S 2 
=
 c

 c 
u3  6 EI 1 2  S3 

= [ f c ]{S c }

Where [ f c ] =

Lc
6 EI

(2-4)

2 1
1 2 is the flexibility of an elastic member that may be replaced by



the flexibility of any inelastic model, such as the Giberson one-component model. The
model and parameter definitions with end blocks are shown in Figure 2-3.
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x
y
s2

sc2

sc3

s3
s1

EI
L1

Lc

L2

L1 + Lc

Figure 2-3 Model for member with rigid end-block

From Figure 2-3, the relationship between the forces at the member end and those of the
rigid end blocks can be derived:

L1
L1 + Lc

(2-5)

L2
y
=
c
c
y + s 2 − s3 L2 + Lc

(2-6)

x
x+s −s
c
2

c
3

=

Equations (2-5) and (2-6) can be rearranged to give:

s 2   x + s 2c 
 =
c
 s 3  − y + s 3 
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 L1
1 + L
c
=
L
2
−
 Lc

L1 
c
Lc  s 2 

L  c
1 + 2   s3 
Lc 
−

{ }

= [b] s c

(2-7)

Equation (2-7) can then be inverted to give:

{sc } = [b −1 ]{s}

(2-8)

Now, from the principle of virtual work;

T

T

s 2  u 2  s 2c  u 2c 
   =  c  c
 s3  u3  s3  u 3 

(2-9)

Substituting Equation (2-8) into (2-9) results in the following expression for the end
rotations:

[ ]

c
u 2 
−1 T u 2 
=
b
 
 c
u3 
u 3 

(2-10)

Substituting Equations (2-4) and (2-8) into Equation (2-10) the yields:

[ ] [ f ][b ]ss 

u 2 
−1
 = b
u
 3

T

= [ f ]{s}

−1

c

2

 3

(2-11)
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Where [f] is the flexibility of the rigid end-blocks, and thus, the stiffness of the member
with rigid end-blocks can be determined by inverting the flexibility matrix [f].

2.2.4 Coordinate transformations

Once the flexibility matrix is inverted to find the member stiffness matrix, [K]3x3, the
stiffness matrix can be transformed using the transformation matrix, [a], into the stiffness
matrix [K]6x6 in the local coordinate system as shown in Figure 2-4. Then, using the
transformation matrix [T] the stiffness matrix can be transformed from local coordinates to
global coordinates.

Figure 2-4 The 3 relative displacements (upper) and the 6 nodal displacements (lower) in the local
coordinate system
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0 1
 u1  − 1 0
−1
  
−1 0
u 2  =  0
L
u  
1
 3 
0
0 0
L


u1' 
 ' 
u
0 0  2' 
 u 
1
0  3' 
L
 u 4 
−1  ' 
1 u5
L
  ' 
u 6 

(2-12)

Note that the transformation matrix [a] is a function of the member length only, as shown
in Equation (2-13).


− 1 0
0 1

−1
a=0
−1 0
L

1
0
0 0
L



0 0

1
0
L

−1 
1
L


(2-13)

The local coordinates of the member may differ from those of the global system. This point
is illustrated in Figure 2-5 with an angle θ between the two systems.
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Figure 2-5 Local and Global coordinate systems

Generally, such local coordinates can be expressed in terms of the global coordinates, as
shown in Equation (2-14).

 u1'   cosθ
 ' 
u 2  − sin θ
u3'   0
 ' =
u 4   0
u5'   0
 ' 
u 6   0

sin θ
cosθ

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

1

0

0

0

0

cosθ

sin θ

0

0 − sin θ

cosθ

0

0

0

0

0  u1 
0 u 2 
0 u3 
 
0 u 4 
0 u5 
 
1 u 6 

(2-14)

This generic transformation matrix [T] is a function of the angle θ only, as shown in
Equation (2-15).
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 cosθ
− sin θ

 0
[T ] = 
 0
 0

 0

sin θ

0

0

0

cosθ

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

cosθ

sin θ

0

0 − sin θ

cosθ

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0

1

(2-15)

Both transformation matrices, [T] and [a], are used to convert element matrices into a full
system model coordinate system for assembly.

2.2.5 Lumped mass model

The four conditions that a mass matrix must satisfy are matrix symmetry, physical
symmetries, conservation and positivity. Matrix symmetry means (Me)T = Me for each
element. Physical symmetry means the element symmetries must be reflected in the
assembled global mass matrix. Conservation means that the total element mass must be
preserved in the system model. Higher order conditions, such as conservation of angular
momentum, are not critical nor always desirable for this type of structural analysis, but
should be checked. The final condition of positivity demands that the mass matrix must be
nonnegative, which for structures implies positive definite.

It is assumed that the entire mass of each floor is concentrated at the beam-column joints,
with the beam-columns mass being evenly distributed over the six points along the beamcolumn. The masses for the translational degrees of freedom are lumped at the nodes,
defined:
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l

m=

1
m(t x ) dx
2 ∫0

(2-16)

The mass is uniform across the beam length, so Equation (2-16) is simplified to:

m=

mL
2

(2-17)

To be numerically stable, the mass matrix is preferably rank-sufficient and because of the
positivity requirement, positive definite. As such, the rotational degrees of freedom are
also assigned a rotational inertia. This form of consistent diagonal mass matrix for a
uniform member with six degrees of freedom is defined:

 mL
 2

 0


[M ] =  0
 0


 0

 0


0

0

0

0

mL
2

0

0

0

0

3m 78

0

0

0

0
mL
2

0

0

0

mL
2

0

0

0

0

2

0


0 

0 


0 
0 
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2.2.6 Rayleigh Damping model

Damping plays an obviously important role in the dynamic analysis of structures. The most
effective method of calculating the damping present in a modal analysis form is to treat it
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as being partly proportional to the relative velocities of the differing degrees of freedom.
The equivalent Rayleigh damping is in the form:

[C ] = α [M ] + β [K ]

(2-19)

Where [C ] is the assembled damping matrix of the full physical structural system, [M ] is
the assembled mass matrix of the system, [K ] is the assembled stiffness matrix of the
system, and α and β are predefined constants. More details on selecting α and β to
achieve pre-defined modal damping ratios is found in Clough and Penzin [] among others.

2.2.7 Equations of Motion

The incremental equation of motion for the assembled non-linear system can be written:

[M ]{∆u&&} + [C ]{∆u&} + ([K L ] + [K G ]){∆u} = {∆F }

(2-20)

Where [M] and [C] are the mass and damping matrices respectively, [KL] and [KG] are the
linear and geometric stiffness matrices, {∆F} is the incremental applied force vector and
∆{u&&}, ∆{u&} and ∆{u} are the incremental acceleration, velocity and displacement

respectively [17, 19].

2.2.8 Transient Structure Implementation

The time-history of the structure is calculated using a Newmark constant average
acceleration method. This unconditionally stable implicit method of determining the
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response motion at the next time step assumes that the acceleration of the system is
constant from the time t to the time t + ∆t, over each integration step.

t + ∆t

½(tÜ + t + ∆tÜ)
t

Ü

Ü
t + ∆t

t

Figure 2-6 Newmark's constant-average-acceleration model

The time step from t to t + ∆t the acceleration is assumed to be constant, as shown in
Figure 2-6. As a result, acceleration is approximated across a time step as its constant
average value defined:

u&& =

u&&(t ) + u&&(t + ∆t )
2

(2-21)

Integrating with respect to time over the time step ∆t gives the increment in the
displacement.

∆u&& = u&&(t + ∆t ) − u&&(t ) =

4∆u 4u& (t )
−
− 2u&&(t )
(∆t )2 ∆t

Similarly, the incremental velocity can be obtained.
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(2-22)

∆u& = u& (t + ∆t ) − u& (t ) =

2∆u
− 2u& (t )
∆u

(2-23)

Substituting the incremental values into the equation of motion in Equation (2-20) at time t
+ ∆t gives:

[M ]{u&&(t ) + ∆u&&} + [C ]{u& (t ) + ∆u&} + [K ]{u (t ) + ∆u} = {P(t + ∆t )}

(2-24)

The stiffness term can be expanded and rewritten in the form:

[K t +∆t ]{u (t ) + ∆u} = [K t ]{u(t )}+ [KT ]{∆u} = {FElastic (t )}+ [KT ]{∆u}

(2-25)

Where [KT] represents the current tangent stiffness matrix and [Kt] is the secant stiffness
matrix at time t. The elastic forces, FElastic, are the nodal equivalent of the member forces at
the time t. The damping term may be rewritten in a similar fashion, in terms of the nodal
damping forces and the current tangent damping matrix.

[C (t + ∆t )]{u& (t ) + ∆u&} = [C (t )]{u& (t )} + [CT ]{∆u&} = {FDamping (t )}+ [CT ]{∆u&}

(2-26)

Where [CT] is the current tangent damping matrix and the damping forces are those at time
t. Therefore, Equation (2-26) can be rewritten in total, defined:

[M ]{∆u&&} + [CT ]{∆u&} + [KT ]{∆u} = {P(t + ∆t )} − [M ]{u&&(t )} − {FDamping (t )}− {FElastic (t )} (2-27)
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Which can be further rewritten as:

 4

[M ] + 2 [CT ] + [KT ]{∆u} = {P(t + ∆t )} + [M ]u&&(t ) + 4 u& (t ) +

2
∆t
∆t


 (∆t )

2[CT ]{u& (t )} − {FDamping }− {FElastic }

(2-28)

Equation (2-28) may be solved for incremental displacements. The displacement, velocity
and acceleration vectors can now be updated from Equations (2-22) and (2-23) as well as
the incremental values.

2.2.9 Bilinear strain hardening model

Civil structures undergoing large deflections behave non-linearly. To model this behaviour
a bilinear elasto-plastic hysteresis model is employed. To reflect the non-linear behaviour
of the response, two linear force-deflection relationships are used with different stiffness
values, as shown in Figure 2-7. This basic behaviour will model the strain-hardening
property of the material [17].
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Figure 2-7 Bilinear hysteresis model

This model does not take into account a characteristic feature of reinforced concrete.
Specifically it does not account for the degradation of unloading and reloading stiffness’s.
Such degradations are assumed to be small and are ignored in this case. The stress-strain
relationship can the be expressed as:

ε=
ε=

σ
E

σy
E

for σ ≤ σ y

+

1
(σ − σ y ) for σ > σ y
E s1

(2-29)

(2-30)

2.3 Modelling of the blast loads

Relatively distant blast loads are typically characterised by a rapid rise in pressure
followed by a decay back to atmospheric pressure. Some amount of reverse pressure
usually occurs following the decay period, but this level is usually small and ignored here
[4]. In this thesis, the blast load is modelled as a simple triangular wave that acts over a
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small period and displays no reverse pressure as shown in Figure 2-8 [4], which also
matches the relatively distant cases being examined here. It is modelled using equivalent
point loads, based on pressure and applied area, at each storey. Finally, the short duration
is much lower (10 to 100 times or more) than the fundamental structural period and is thus
effectively an impulse load. Further analyses on the sensitivity of response to shape,
duration and magnitudes are presented in the results covered in subsequent chapters.

Figure 2-8 Modelled blast load

2.4 Resettable Device Dynamics

The resettable devices modelled are based on a two chambered design, as shown in Figure
2-9 [8]. This approach allows a wider range of control laws to be imposed on the device, as
each side of the piston is treated as an independent chamber with its own valve and control.
This design is in contrast to typical designs to date that couple both chambers with a
connecting valve limiting the control options [6].
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Figure 2-9 Device chamber design

Air is used as the working fluid for the devices in this study for simplicity, but any working
fluid might be used. Each device chamber volume can be related to the device’s piston
displacement, which in turn leads to a change in pressure and therefore the resistive force
of the device. Assuming air or the working fluid obeys the ideal gas law or similar:

pV γ = c

(2-31)

Where c is a constant, γ is the ratio of specific heats, p is the pressure in one chamber and
V is the volume in the same chamber. With initial pressure p0 and initial volume V0, the
resisting force can be defined as a function of the displacement x:

F ( x ) = ( p2 − p1 )Ac

[

= (V0 + Ax ) − (V0 − Ax )
−γ

−γ

]Ac

(2-32)

Where A is the piston area. Equation (2-32) can be linearised and an approximate force
defined:
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2 A 2γP0
F (x ) = −
x
V0

(2-33)

Therefore, the effective stiffness of the resettable device, k1, is defined:

k1 =

2 A2γP0
V0

(2-34)

As such, the effective stiffness of the device will depend on the area of the piston and
effective chamber length. A 2-4 device resists only motion back towards equilibrium. The
device is activated when a local maxima or minima is reached in the systems displacement
and stops acting when the velocity reduces to zero, obeying the control law:

Set u0 = u whenever u& = 0

(2-35)

Where u0 is the equilibrium or permanent displacement (initially zero) and u& is the
velocity. The 1-3, 2-4 and traditional 1-4 control laws are all shown schematically, along
with their impact on structural base shear in Figure 2-10 [8].
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Figure 2-10 Schematic representation of hysteretic behaviour for a) added viscous damping, b) a 1-4
device, c) a 2-4 device

All simulations are programmed and performed using MATLAB.
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3. Single-Storey Spectral Results and Discussion

3.1 Introduction

General structures are best represented by multi-storey, multiple degree of freedom
systems. However, to better understand the important features of blast response, a simple
single storey portal frame is used in this study. Such a simple model is also an effective
means of relating the results to design practice and guidelines using a spectral response
format.

The frame used in the analyses in this study is assumed to be reinforced concrete. As
shown in Figure 3-1a, the frame is 3.6 metres wide and 3.6 metres tall. The beam and
column frame members have the same 300mm x 300mm cross-section. It has an elastic
modulus of 10 GPa and a yield force, Fy, of 22.5 kN. The frame is analysed using a nonlinear, elastic-plastic finite element program written in MATLAB.

The structure is modelled using nonlinear finite elements employing a bilinear hysteretic
model that degrades to 5% of the pre-yield stiffness during yielding, as shown in Figure 31b. These elements are used so that yielding of the structure could be accurately modelled
and captured.
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(a) Frame layout

(b) Bilinear hysteretic model
Figure 3-6 General model arrangement

3.2 Blast Load Quantification

During a blast, structures are subjected either to ground shaking (in cases of underground
explosion) or to lateral pressure (common for air-blast). In either case, the ground shaking
or the lateral pressure are of an impulsive nature, with a high peak and short duration. In
this study, the blast load is modelled as a point load, P, acting on the top of the left column
of the SDOF structure, as shown in Figure 1a. The point load, P, is in Newtons, which is
obtained by multiplying the blast-induced pressure by the area it acts upon, which is
assumed to be half the force area.

To understand the dynamics of a blast load acting on the structure, various types of blast
load profiles (time history of the pressure/load) are investigated. The three main
characteristics of the blast load that are varied, are its amplitude, duration and shape. Three
different blast load shapes are investigated; triangular, square and sinusoidal, as shown in
Figure 3-2. Initially, the duration of the blast load is held constant. The amplitude of the blast
load is then varied for each blast shape. Subsequent analyses examine the effect of pulse
duration.
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Figure 3-2 The 3 blast profiles investigated, triangular, square and sinusoidal

Figure 3-3 shows the variation of the frame response (i.e. peak displacement) with respect
to different characteristics of the blast loading. Figure 3-3a shows that as the amplitude of the
blast load increases, the magnitude of the maximum frame displacement response increases, as
expected, for all three blast shapes. The response of the structure to a square blast load was
about twice that of the structure subjected to a triangular blast load, illustrating its doubled
energy input. Holding the amplitude of the blast constant and varying the duration produced
similar results, as shown in Figure 3-3b. Increasing the duration also increased the magnitude
of the response for a given amplitude as the total energy input increased.

Overall, the profile with the most area under its curve produced the greatest response. When
the three profiles had the same area, they produced exactly the same responses, as shown in
Figure 3-3c. This results holds as long as the duration is much shorter than the structural
period, an impulse load. Analysing the units involved, the area under the curve on a pressure
vs. time plot can be shown to be the momentum input to the system. These results indicate that
the response of the structure depends on the amount of momentum applied to it, rather than its
shape, rate, amplitude or duration - a novel and somewhat unexpected result.
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(a) Effect of amplitude (duration = 0.034 s)

(b) Effect of blast duration (Ampltude = 350kPa)

(c) Effect of blast load momentum
Figure 3-3 Effect of differing blast loads on a frame

To further investigate the relationship between structural response and blast input, the blast
load shape and duration were held constant and its magnitude or amplitude varied. A
triangular blast load with a duration of 0.034 seconds was applied with varying
magnitudes. As expected, as the amplitude of the blast load was increased, the maximum
amplitude of the response increased. The relationship between the amplitude of the blast
and the response was found to be approximately linear, as shown in Figure 3-4a even
though the initial response is plastic.
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The amplitude of the blast load was then held constant at 350kPa with the same general
triangular shape, and the duration was varied up to t/T = 0.5, the limit for an impulsive
load. Increasing the duration of the blast load has a similar effect on the response. The
relationship between the duration and response of the is also largely linear, as shown in
Figure 3-4b. When both cases had the same area, they produced exactly the same responses, as
shown in Figure 3-4c, reinforcing the result in Figure 3-3c. The area under the pressure-time
plot of the blast load history (i.e. momentum applied) is only critical parameter in comparing
blast loads for analysing structural response. Hence it is the only parameter varied in all
subsequent analyses.
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(a) Effect of amplitude

(b) Effect of duration

(c) Effect of blast load momentum
Figure 3-4 The effect of differing blast loads on the structure

3.3 Effect of Control Devices on the Structural Response

These analyses use a specific structure (T = 1 second) with specific blast load characteristics
(triangular shape, 350 kPa amplitude, 0.034 seconds duration, i.e. 5950 kNs/m momentum).
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3.3.1 Passive Tendon

A tendon is placed diagonally, from the ground to the top of the opposite column, to
investigate its effectiveness in passively controlling the blast response. The tendon is
designed to break once a set yield force is reached. Design specified yielding ensures the
base shear in the structure will not reach levels that would cause the structure or its
foundation to fail or suffer excessive damage. An optimal tendon design was found, such
that the reduction of displacement is maximum and at the same time the base shear does
not exceed the capacity of the structure.

Figure 3-5 shows the effect of differing tendon sizes on the structural response subjected to
a blast load of 5950 kNs/m momentum. The maximum displacement is reduced when a
tendon is used, and thus the inelastic deformation is also reduced. As a result, the
subsequent vibration and permanent deflection are significantly lower at a cost of increased
base shear. Overall the size of the tendon used is found to be critical in controlling the
response. The larger the tendon in terms of tendon yield force, the greater the reduction in
the maximum displacement, the length of the free vibration phase, and the permanent
deflection. Therefore, to get the greatest reduction in displacement without failure, the
amount of shear force that can be introduced to the structure must be determined, and the
tendon sized accordingly. For this SDOF example structure, a tendon failure force of 30
kN or 15% of structural failure force was determined.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-5 Effect of differing tendon sizes on the maximum shear stress and peak displacement (Blast
load of 350kPa with a duration of 0.034 seconds acting on a structure with a natural perid of T = 1 s)

3.3.2 Semi-Active Devices

Semi-active control is an emerging method of limiting structural damage from a range of
large environmental loads [3, 8, 11]. The main goal of using a semi-active device is to
reduce the free vibration after the blast loading has occurred. In this case, the device is
anchored to the ground and acts upon the top of the structure. The two types of device
considered are a 2-4 device and a 1-4 device. A 1-4 device resists motion between peaks
before resetting, as shown in Figure 3-6a. A 2-4 device resists only motion towards the
equilibrium and thus adds damping only in the 2nd and 4th quadrants, as shown in Figure 36b [7, 8]. The first main difference between these two devices is that a 2-4 device does not
increase base shear demand. It should also be noted that while 1-4 control resists the first
peak response, increasing base shear demand, 2-4 control will not affect the first peak and
only acts subsequently to reduce free vibration.
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Figures 3-6a and 3-6b show the effect of a 2-4 device on the blast load response for the
same applied momentum, with no tendon. The results show a trade off between the
permanent deflection and the reduction of free vibration when using a semi-active 2-4
device. However, the greater the reduction in free vibration, the greater the increase in
permanent deflection. This result occurs because a 2-4 device resists motion from a peak
back towards equilibrium. On the motion after the initial peak it can thus partially or fully
prevent yielding after the first peak that yield the structure back towards the original
equilibrium. The overall effect is to increase the final residual permanent deflection, or
new equilibrium, relative to the original equilibrium position. Finally, increasing the device
stiffness past that of the column, has minimal advantage, as the additional changes in both
permanent deflection and free vibration reduction are small.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3-6 Effectiveness of 2-4 device on the blast response of the frame

Thus the difference between the first and third peak displacement can provide a good
indication of how long the free vibration phase will last. The smaller the difference, the
shorter the free vibration phase. The 2-4 device shrinks this difference by resisting motion
from the first peak back towards equilibrium. Figure 3-6b shows this behaviour also as the
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stiffness of the 2-4 device is increased, the difference between the first and third peak
displacement is reduced. Concomitantly, residual permanent deflection increases
representing a second peak closer to the first peak due to reduced yielding back toward the
original equilibrium.

Increasing the amount of permanent deflection may not be desirable in many cases.
Reducing the first displacement peak helps to reduce all permanent deflection. To achieve
this without a tendon, a resettable device was set to run as a 1-4 device for one vibration
cycle before reverting to a 2-4 device control law. A similar scenario was also tested with
the 1-4 device acting over 2 displacement cycles. The 1-4 device will reduce the first peak
of displacement and dissipate energy a tendon does not, but at a cost of also increasing the
shear forces acting on the structure.

Figure 3-7 shows the reduction in the first displacement peak as the stiffness of the 1-4
device is increased. The most significant reduction occurs as the device stiffness
approaches that of the column stiffness [9, 11]. Above the column stiffness the rate of
reduction slows, as observed previously.

Figure 3-7 First peak displacement using a 1-4 device acting over 1 displacement cycle
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Figure 3-8a shows the difference between the first and second peaks for the three device
arrangements, a 2-4 device, a 1-4 device acting over 1 displacement peak and reverting to a
2-4 device, and a 1-4 device acting over two displacement peaks reverting to a 2-4 device.
All the semi-active devices are of equal stiffness. As expected, the arrangement with the 14 device acting over two cycles performs the best. This result is due to the 1-4 device
continuing to act up to and past the point at which the second peak is reached and its
greater energy dissipation per cycle [9, 10]. In the arrangement with the 1-4 device acting
over 1 peak, the 1-4 device finishes acting half a cycle before the second peak is reached,
making it less effective compared to the arrangement with the 1-4 device acting over two
peaks.

(a) Effect on the third peak

(b) Effect on permanent deflection

Figure 3-8 Comparison between 2-4 device and 1-4 device acting over 1 and 2 cycles with a 2-4 device
also acting

Figure 3-8b shows the residual permanent deformation. The 2-4 device acting alone
increases the permanent deformation, whereas the 1-4 reverting to 2-4 device arrangements
decrease it to very different levels based on the reduction of the first displacement peak.
The arrangement with the 1-4 device acting over two peaks actually shows more
permanent deflection than when acting over one peak because acting over two peaks
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opposes the structure’s (plastically) return to its original equilibrium for a longer time
period than the device acting over one peak does.

3.4 Spectral Results For Design

Once the affect of each device has been investigated, they are analysed over a range of
structural periods to determine the variation in affect across fundamental structural periods.
In particular, the combination of a tendon and a 2-4 device is investigated. The tendon
reduces the effect of the initial blast on the structural response, and the 2-4 device reduces
the subsequent free vibration without increasing base shear. Therefore, a combination of
the two should be more effective than either individually.

Comparisons between a 2-4 device with a tendon and a 2-4 device with a 1-4 device are
also made to determine which system performs better, where the 1-4 behaviour and device
stiffness replaces the tendon. However, in this case, the 1-4 resetable device does not
return stored energy to the structure, unlike a passive tendon, the advantages of which are
delineated. Based on the results, guidelines for the general design approach for using such
device combinations in various structures can be recommended for improving blast load
resistance. More specifically, the spectral analyses offer well accepted results that can be
more easily integrated into design practice.

3.4.1 Tendon

The period of the structure was varied to create a spectral response plot for the structure
with the 30 kN tendon designed in section 3.2.1. The maximum displacement response of
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the structure with and without the tendon is plotted against the structural period in Figure
3-9a. As the structural period increases, the magnitude of the first displacement peak
decreases. The third peak displacement provides another indication of how long the
subsequent free vibration phase will last as all plastic yielding has typically ceased. Above
a period of 2 seconds the reduction in third peak displacement remains effectively constant
for all structural periods.The effectiveness of the tendon is therefore greatest for structures
with lower periods, where higher modes are less excited. Thus, for structural periods
greater than 2 or 3 seconds a tendon may not be warranted.

(a) Effect on the first peak

(b) Effect on the third peak

Figure 3-9 The effectiveness of using a tendon

The permanent deflection, shown in Figure 3-10a, shows a trend similar to the third
displacement peak. The tendon effectively stops the structure from yielding in the opposite
direction after the initial peak has occurred, by reducing the amount of initial yielding and
releasing some stored energy when the tendon fails by design. For periods above 1 second
the reduction in the permanent deflection is minimal with the tendon.
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(a) Effect on permanent deflection

(b) Effect on amount of inelastic displacement

Figure 3-10 Effectiveness of a 15kN tendon

None of the previous measurements give an idea of how much in absolute total, the
structure yields plastically. Figure 3-10b shows the total amount of inelastic deformation,
or absolute sum of plastic deformation over all cycles, that the structure undergoes in any
direction. The tendon reduces the amount of inelastic deformation significantly,
particularly for structural periods less than 1 seconds.

A tendon designed for use in blast load mitigation should thus be considered if the natural
period of the structure is less than 2.5 seconds. Ideally, the tendon should be designed to
break at a force not greater than 15% of the structures shear force capacity before failure
based on this initial analysis and in respect of safety margins in foundation design.

3.4.2 Semi-Active Devices

Three device arrangements were investigated over the same range of structural periods. A
2-4 device alone, a 2-4 device in combination with a 1-4 device that acts only over the first
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displacement peak, and a 2-4 device in combination with a 1-4 device that acts over the
first two displacement peaks are investigated. All devices are assigned the same stiffness of
100% column stiffness [9, 11].

(a) Peak displacement

(b) Third peak displacement

Figure 3-11 Comparison between the response spectra with different combinations of semi-active
devices

Figure 3-11a presents the peak displacement vs structural period results for the
uncontrolled structure and the semi-active systems. As expected, the 2-4 device acting
alone does not reduce the first peak, while the 1-4 devices reduce the first peak the same
amount as only one vibration cycle has occurred when the first peak is reached. Figure 13a
shows that the 1-4 device arrangements are more effective for higher frequency structures.
After a structural period of two seconds the uncontrolled peak and the controlled peak
become very similar.

Figure 3-11b shows the third peak relative to the first peak over a range of structural
periods. The 2-4 device acting alone displays only a minimal difference compared to the
uncontrolled case as it has acted only twice by the third peak. The 1-4 device acting over
one cycle shows a significant decrease in the difference between the two peaks. The 1-4
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device acting over two cycles shows an even greater decrease. However, both 1-4 cases
appear to have little effect on the response for structural periods greater than two seconds.

Overall, the 1-4 devices are more effective at lower periods because the first peak for these
lower periods dominates the response, whereas for higher periods the first peak is less
pronounced. For higher period structures, a 2-4 device alone is desirable due to the
response relying less on the first displacement peak. All resettable devices have impact of
permanent deflection with the 1-4 devices mixed effect. Finally, only 2-4 devices reduce
base shear demand, further illustrating this trade off.

3.4.3 Combination of Tendon and Devices – Semi-Active and Passive Solutions

For structures with periods lower than 2.5 seconds the use of a tendon greatly reduces the
overall response of the structure. Semi-active devices can significantly impact the length of
the free vibration response. The effectiveness of using a 2-4 device in combination with a
tendon is therefore of interest for such structures, particularly where base shear demand is
of concern. Figure 3-12a shows that the effect of this combination on the first peak is no
different to that of a tendon alone, which is expected. Figure 3-12b shows the extra
effectiveness of the tendon combined with a 2-4 device, where the third peak displacement
relative to the first peak is reduced even further than with a tendon alone. This change
leads to a slight increase in the permanent deflection, as shown in Figures 3-13a and 3-13b.
However, these figures also show performance similar to the more complex 1-4 device
over 2 peaks approach in Figures 3-11a and 3-11b.
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(a) Peak displacement

(b) Third peak displacement

Figure 3-12 Comparison between the 2-4 device, tendon and both in combination

(a) Permanent deflection

(b) Amount of inelastic displacement

Figure 3-13 Comparison between the 2-4 device, tendon and both in combination

Figure 3-13b compares the amount of inelastic displacement the structure experiences in
the uncontrolled, 1-4 to 2-4 device, and the tendon and 2-4 device cases. It is difficult to
compare the tendon with the 1-4 device as there is no way to relate the size of each
approach/device. However, when comparing the same amount of displacement reduction,
the tendon adds less shear stress to the structure as compared with the 1-4 device system.
This result indicates that structures with a natural period below 2.5 seconds would benefit
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most from the use of a tendon, and more so from the use of a tendon and 2-4 device in
combination.
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4. Multi-Storey Passive Tendon Results and Discussion

4.1 Introduction

To understand how a tendon located at different points on a structure responds to a blast
load, several multi-storey structures are modelled in this chapter. From the prospective
parametric analysis of these simple multi-storey structures, a general tendon layout and
design approach can be determined to best resist the effects of blast loads in a general
sense.

The frames used in the analyses in this chapter are assumed to be reinforced concrete. As
shown in Figure 4-1, the basic frame is 3.6 metres wide and 3.6 metres tall. The beam and
column frame members have the same 300mm x 300mm cross-section. It has an elastic
modulus of 10 GPa and a yield force, Fy, of 22.5 kN. The 6 and 9 storey frames are simply
additions or multiples of this basic, generic frame. The structures are modelled using
nonlinear finite elements employing a bilinear hysteretic model that degrades to 5% of the
pre-yield stiffness during yielding. These elements are used so that yielding of the
structures could be accurately modelled and captured. The frames are analysed using a
non-linear, elastic-plastic finite element program written in MATLAB. All results are
normalised to the uncontrolled case.
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Figure 4-7 General model configuration

4.2 Tendon Arrangement

Several tendon architectures were investigated. A single tendon was placed between
varying floors and its effects investigated. The initial six architectures investigated for the
3-storey structure are shown in Figure 4-2. The ideal case will reduce the maximum
displacement, the amount of permanent deflection and not increase the maximum structural
shear forces greatly. In other words, a tendon that will reduce displacement but keep shear
levels at a safe level for foundation capacity is the desired solution.
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Figure 8-2 Tendon architectures

As well as the arrangements in Figure 4-2, a draped tendon arrangement as proposed by
Peckan, Mander and Chen [20, 21] is also investigated. This tendon arrangement was
proposed to resist the effects of a seismic excitation, and should be equally applicable to
blast loads and their free vibration response. This method involves a tendon that is draped
between the structures floors. It is set up to effectively resist the overturning moment
produced by the excitation. The general tendon layout and model for a three-storey draped
tendon structure is shown in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3 Draped tendon arrangement for a 3-storey structure

4.2.1 3-Storey Structure

Figure 5 shows the effect of using a 30kN tendon (fails at 30kN) arranged in the six
architectures as in Figure 4-2 and exposed to a 350kPa blast load. The tendon
arrangements going from the ground to the second and third floors (arrangements 2 and 3)
reduce the size of the first displacement peak the most, as shown in Figure 4-4a. The
ground to second floor arrangement is the slightly more effective of the two architectures
as shown in Figure 4-4b. Arrangements with the tendon attached between the storeys,
rather than to the ground, do not perform as well. However, as shown in Figure 4-4b, these
arrangements do further reduce the amount of permanent deflection significantly in some
cases.
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(a) Peak displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) Normalised base shear
Figure 4-4 Structural responses normalised to the uncontrolled case

Figure 4-4c shows the base shear induced. The arrangements that do not involve the
ground have the least effect on the base shear, as expected. The ground to second floor
increases the base shear by the smallest margin when compared to the other arrangements
involving the ground. This result would indicate that a tendon spanning from the ground to
approximately two thirds the height of the structure would perform the best, reducing the
displacement by the greatest amount with a smaller cost in increased base shear, as
compared to the other effective tendon arrangements.
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Pekcan, Mander and Chen [20, 21] proposed a draped tendon arrangement in the
approximate shape of the overturning moment diagram. Figure 4-5 compares the ground to
second floor tendon (#1) and the draped tendon. Figure 4-5a shows that the draped tendon
reduces the first peak of each floor by a greater amount, however the difference is not
large. Figure 4-5b shows the draped tendon does slightly worse in permanent deflection,
although not significantly so. A similar, but more significant difference is seen for the base
shear Figure 4-5c.

(a) Normalised maximum displacement

(b) Normalised permanent deflection

(c) Normalised base shear
Figure 4-5 Ground to second floor tendon compared to draped tendon
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A tendon arranged from the ground to the second floor performs the best for the 3 storey
case, with the draped tendon only performing slightly worse. The tendon from the ground
to the second floor effectively mirrors the shape of the overturning moment.

4.2.2 6-Storey Structure

Figure 4-6 shows the response of a 6-storey frame excited by a 350kPa blast load using the
same sized tendon as the previous section. The arrangements are the tendon attached from
the ground to the respective floors (#1-6). The results from the 3-storey structure suggest
that the tendon attached from the ground to the fourth storey will reduce the maximum
displacement and the permanent deflection more than the other ground based
arrangements.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) Normalised base shear
Figure 4-6 Six storey response

Figure 4-6 shows that the tendons arranged form the ground to the fourth, fifth and sixth
storeys respectively, reduce the maximum and permanent displacement by the greatest
margin, with little difference between the three arrangements. The tendon spanning the
ground to the fourth floor performs the best in both cases, which is consistent with the
results of the three storey structure for tendons to the centre of shear. The normalised base
shear in Figure 8 shows the tendon arranged from the ground to the fifth storey increases
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the base shear the least compared to the other arrangements, reinforcing this general
conclusion.

In particular, note that a tendon adds stiffness to the floors it spans, at least until failure.
Hence, it will shift the shear centre slightly higher than the two-thirds height point. Thus, a
tendon to the 4th or 5th storey would be most appropriate as seen.

The effectiveness of spanning a tendon from the first storey to each storey above is shown
in Figure 4-7. It shows that these arrangements are not as effective as those in Figure 4-6
and the permanent deflection increases for some arrangements. This latter result is due to
the middle of the structure being stiffer than its base causing some degree of excessive
upper storey motion. Figure 4-7c shows that the amount of base shear added is less than in
Figure 4-6c, which is expected as the tendon is not directly acting on the base of the
structure, and it is not as effective in reducing the free vibration displacement.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) Base shear
Figure 4-7 Effect of tendon arranged from first floor to subsequent floors

These results indicate that the best tendon arrangement is from the ground to the fourth or
fifth storey of the structure. In other words, a tendon arranged from the ground to
approximately two-thirds the height of the structure.

In comparison, Figure 4-8 compares a draped tendon [20, 21] (denoted by the number 2) to
the tendon spanning from the ground to the forth floor (denoted by the number 1). In this
case, the maximum and permanent displacement is reduced by the greatest amount by the
draped tendon. In addition, the base shear increases only slightly.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) Base shear
Figure 4-8 Comparison between ground to forth floor (1) and draped tendon (2) designed to resist
overturning moment

These results indicated that a draped tendon set up to oppose the general overturning
moment produced by a distant blast load is most effective in reducing this taller structures
response and reducing the likelihood of failure in the free vibration phase. In contrast, the
squatter 3-storey structure saw little difference and slightly favoured the non-draped
tendon.
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4.2.3 9-Storey Structure

Figure 4-9 shows the response of the 9-storey structure with a tendon from the ground to
each of the floors. Again, a tendon to approximately two-thirds height (6th or 7th floor)
performs the best with respect to both the peak displacement and the permanent deflection.
The normalised base shear is also among the lowest for these arrangements. The
arrangements that connect to the higher floors produce less base shear in this case as they
span larger distances and increasing angle of the tendon delivers less reaction force to the
foundation.
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(a) Maximum normalised displacement

(b) Normalised permanent deflection

(c) Normalised base shear
Figure 4-9 Nine storey response to blast load

Figure 4-10 compares the tendon spanning from the ground to the sixth floor with the
draped tendon as proposed by Peckcan, Mander and Chen [20, 21]. As with prior results,
the draped tendon arrangement reduces the maximum and permanent displacements the
most. However, the cost comes in the form of increased base shear for the draped tendon.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) Base shear
Figure 4-10 Comparison between ground to sixth floor and draped tendon

4.3 Tendon Size

The three storey structure was set up as per Figure 4-3. In the response of the uncontrolled
structure, the lower storeys react more rapidly than the upper storeys. The first peak
influences the duration and magnitude of the subsequent vibration. The effect of each floor
on the overall vibration is not known and is investigated by restricting each floor using
different tendon architectures.
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Using the draped tendon arrangement for the 3, 6 and 9 storey structures, the optimal size
of the tendon was investigated. All results showed, as in Figure 13, that increasing the
tendon strength decreased the response at a cost of increased base shear. Figures 4-11 to 413 show this result in more detail for the 3-storey, 6-storey and 9-storey cases.

4.3.1 3 Storey Structure

Figure 4-11 shows the effect of increasing the tendon failure force on the three-storey
structure response. As expected, increasing the tendon failure force decreases both the
maximum and permanent deflection. However, the improvement comes with a trade off in
increased base shear.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) Base shear
Figure 4-11 Effect of increasing tendon failure force on a three storey structure

Figure 4-12 shows the effect of increasing the tendon failure force on the six-storey
structure. As in the three-storey response, the maximum and permanent deflection
decrease, and the base shear increases, as the tendon failure force increases. However, the
amount of base shear increase is only approximately 25 percent of that seen in the threestorey structure.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) Base shear
Figure 4-12 Effect of increasing tendon failure force on a six storey structure

Figure 4-13 shows the results for the nine-storey structure. Again, as the size of the tendon
failure force increases, the maximum and permanent deflection decrease, while the amount
of base shear increases. However, the increase in base shear is less than for the shorter six
or three storey structure.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) Base shear
Figure 4-13 Effect of increasing tendon failure force on a nine storey structure

In all cases, deflection reductions are largely linear. However, the change in base shear
flattens off showing areas of reduced additional increases as tendon failure force rises.
Overall, these results indicate that for taller structures, a tendon with a higher failure force
may be desirable, if the existing or designed foundations can manage the increased load for
the requisite magnitude and/or period of time or cycles.
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4.4 Blast Size

The various tendon arrangements are analysed over a range of blast loads to investigate the
effectiveness of the arrangements at differing levels of loading. Comparisons between the
size of the structure and the size of the blast load can be made, as well as the effectiveness
of a tendon exposed to the same level of blast loading on different structures.

4.4.1 3 Storey Structure

Figure 4-14 shows as the size of the blast load increases, the tendons effectiveness also
increases. Figures 4-14a and 4-14b show that the response to larger blasts is reduced by
greater amounts. However, blast loads over 800kPa are producing a maximum
displacement response of about 30% of the structures height which would cause the
structure to fail. Such blast loads are extreme and can no longer be considered distant blast
loads. Figure 4-14c shows the amount of base shear increases at the same rate as in the
uncontrolled case.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) Base shear
Figure 4-14 Effect of increasing blast load on a three storey structure

Figure 4-15 shows similar results to Figure 4-14. As the size of the blast load increases the
effectiveness of the tendon increases as shown in Figures 4-15a and 4-15b. However, at
high levels of blast loading the structure is likely to fail due to the amount of displacement
it experiences. Figure 4-15c shows the amount of base shear. As in Figure 4-14c, the
tendon adds a constant amount of shear to the structure. However, the amount of base
shear is less than in Figure 4-14.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) Base shear
Figure 4-15 Effect of increasing blast load size on a six storey structure

Figure 4-16 shows the effect of increasing the blast size on a nine-storey structure. As in
Figures 4-14 and 4-15 as the blast size increases, the effectiveness of the tendon increases.
However, large blasts produce displacements which would cause the structure to fail.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) Base shear
Figure 4-16 Effect of increasing blast load size on a nine storey structure
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5. Multi-Storey Semi-Active Device Results and Discussion

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the simulation results of various semi-active devices located at
different points on several multi-storey structures, subjected to a blast load. From the
prospective parametric analysis of these simple multi-storey structures, a general semiactive layout and design approach can be determined to best resist the effects of blast loads
in a general sense.

Several semi-active devices are investigated. A 2-4 device is analyised as well as a 1-4
device that reverts to a 2-4 device after one displacement cycle and a 1-4 device that
reverts to a 2-4 device after two displacement cycles. Finally, a passive tendon is analysed
in combination with a 2-4 device for comparison.

Various device architectures are analysed. The arrangement of a semi-active device can
affect the structural response in vastly different forms depending on where the device is
placed in the structure. Device architectures are investigated spanning the ground and each
individual floor of a structure, as well as between the floors. The device architecture that
reduces the amount of free vibration the best is then found. If such a device architecture is
not practical, other more practical architectures can be chosen that also reduce the amount
of free vibration by a significant amount. Figure 5-1 shows the various architectures
investigated the three-storey structure. The architectures investigated on the six and nine
storey structures follow the same pattern.
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Figure 5-1 Device architectures for the three-storey structure

5.2 Three Storey Structure

5.2.1 2-4 Device Acting Alone

A 2-4 device of stiffness equal to half that of the structures column is placed between
different stories. Figure 5-2a shows that all the device architectures do not affect the peak
displacement, as expected since the 2-4 device does not act until after the peak
displacement is reached. Figure 5-2b shows that the architectures not involving the ground
(#4-6) have no effect on the permanent deflection at all. This result occurs because the
device does not directly resist the structures return to equilibrium with respect to the
ground. Permanent deflection is increased for those architectures connected to the ground
(#1-3) because the 2-4 device resists motion, including plastic deformation, between the
first and second peaks, back toward equilibrium. The net effect is less total plastic
deformation, but a greater residual displacement.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-2 Structural response with different 2-4 device archtectures

The ground to third floor arrangement (#3) increases the permanent deflection by the
greatest amount as this arrangement resists more of the structures motion as the device
spans a greater length of the structure. This point is confirmed by Figure 5-2d that shows
that the ground to third floor arrangement does in fact reduce the amount of free vibration
by the greatest amount. The increase in the amount of permanent deflection is therefore
less in figure 5-2b for the ground to second floor case (#2), and less again in the ground to
first floor case (#1), with associated increases in the length of free vibration in Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2d shows, as already observed, that the ground to third floor arrangement
provides the greatest reduction in free vibration. The ground to first floor arrangement does
reduce the amount of fee vibration. However, it is not as effective as either the ground to
second floor or ground to third floor arrangements.

Architectures anchored to the first floor (#4-5) produce results similar to the ground to
second floor and ground to third floor arrangements (#2-3). While the arrangements
anchored to the first floor perform slightly worse than those anchored to the ground, they
do not affect the amount of residual permanent deflection. Therefore, such arrangements
may be preferable if permanent deflection is of concern to a particular structure. In
addition, it should be noted that, setting a device to span multiple storeys may not be
practical, in which case a first floor anchored device may again be preferable.

In summary, the choice of where to place a 2-4 device on a three storey structure is
therefore dependant on what the designer considers to be most important, and what
physical constraints on the use of a 2-4 device are in place. If only the reduction of the
amount of free vibration is of concern, a device spanning the ground to the third floor may
be preferable. However, if permanent deflection is also a major concern a device spanning
the first to third floors may be preferable. When the amount of storeys that a device can
span is limited, the best choices change again.

Overall, these results show that even for a relatively simple 3-storey case, the choices can
be extensive. However, in many cases significant response reductions were also seen
versus the uncontrolled case. Note that increasing device stiffness to 100% column
stiffness would provide further reductions [14, 22].
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5.2.2 A 1-4 Device Acting Over One Displacement Cycle Reverting to a 2-4 Device

To reduce the size of the first displacement peak and therefore reduce the subsequent free
vibration, a 1-4 device of the same stiffness and spanning the same storeys as the 2-4
device is set to act over one displacement cycle before reverting to a 2-4 device in
operation. This approach reduces the first peak and does not increase the base shear over
the entire free vibration period, minimising any added base shear demand on the
foundation.

Figure 5-3 shows the reduction in the peak displacement for the arrangements in Figure 52. Similar to the free vibration results in Figure 5-2 the ground to second and the ground to
third floor arrangements (#2-3) reduce the maximum displacement by the greatest amount.
The first to second and first to third floor arrangements (#4-5) also reduce the maximum
displacement by a significant amount with the ground to first floor (#1) and second to third
floor arrangements (#6) being the least effective.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-3 Structural response with different 1-4 and 2-4 device archtectures

Figure 5-3b shows that the architecture spanning the ground to the second floor (#2)
reduces the amount of permanent deflection by a greater amount then the ground to third
floor arrangement (#3). This result is in contrast to the maximum displacement result,
where the ground to third floor arrangement performs slightly better. The first floor to
second floor arrangement (#4) also reduces the amount of permanent deflection by a
greater amount compared to the ground to third floor arrangement. This result is due to the
devices being better positioned in these cases to actively resist the over turning moment
induced from the initial blast load. All arrangements reduce the amount of permanent
deflection by a significant amount, a 20% reduction being the worst result and over 60%
being the best.
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Figure 5-3 also shows the reduction in free vibration for each device arrangement. The
ground to first floor arrangement (#1) performs poorly, with the third floor actually
showing some increase in motion as it vibrates over a stiffened lower section. As in the
results from the 2-4 device acting alone, the ground to third floor (#3) reduces the amount
of free vibration the most. The two arrangements anchored to the first floor (#4-5) perform
almost as well as the arrangements anchored to the ground. The second floor to third floor
and ground to first floor arrangements are the worst performing. However, it should be
noted that all architectures reduce free vibration compared to the uncontrolled case, as
shown in the normalised results.

These results indicate that if free vibration reduction is the main concern for the designer,
an arrangement of the devices spanning the ground to the third floor would likely be best.
However, if permanent deflection is of critical performance then an arrangement from the
ground to the second floor might be the best choice, although the ground to third floor
arrangement will also reduce the amount for permanent deflection, just not to the same
effect. Where architectural constraints limit the storeys spanned, further tradeoffs and
options are delineated.

5.2.3 A 1-4 Device Acting Over Two Displacement Cycles Reverting to a 2-4 Device

To reduce the first displacement peak, and further reduce the permanent deflection and free
vibration a 1-4 device is used reverting to a 2-4 device as in the previous section. In this
case the 1-4 device acts over two displacement cycles instead of one. This approach will
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increase the base shear demand to a greater extent than in the previous section, as a
comprise reduced response.

Figure 5-4 shows the reduction in the first displacement peak, which are identical to Figure
5-3 as the 1-4 device has only acted over the same motion in the same way. Figure 5-4b
shows the permanent deflection resulting from each arrangement, and is similar to Figure
5-3b. However, the arrangements spanning the ground to the third floor (#3) and the first
floor to the third floor (#5) now produce similar amounts of permanent deflection as the
ground to second (#2) and first to second (#4) architectures. In all cases, the results are less
that 1.0 for all 3 storeys.

(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-4 Structural response with different 1-4 and 2-4 device architectures
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Figure 5-4 also shows the amount of reduction in the free vibration of the structure for each
arrangement. It is clear in Figure 5-4d that the ground to third floor arrangement reduces
the free vibration period by the greatest amount. The ground to second floor arrangement
also reduces the free vibration by a considerable amount with the two arrangements
anchored to the first floor performing well also. Again the arrangements spanning the
ground to the first floor and the second floor to the third floor perform the worst of all the
arrangements.

The best arrangement with a 1-4 device acting over two displacement cycles and a 2-4
device is to have the device span the ground to the third floor. This shows the greatest
reduction in the amount of free vibration and permanent deflection. If the number of
storeys that the devices can span limits the designer, a ground to second floor arrangement
is preferable for a device able to span two floors, and a first floor to second floor
arrangement performs the best for a device only able to span a single floor.

5.2.4 Passive Tendon and 2-4 Device

Rather than a semi-active 1-4 device, here a passive tendon draped across the structure is
used in an attempt to reduce the first displacement peak and thus the amount of free
vibration as well as the amount of permanent deflection the structure experiences.

Figure 5-5 shows that both the maximum displacement and the permanent deflection are
reduced by the same amount using the draped tendon. Using a tendon that would fail later
in the displacement cycle would reduce both the maximum displacement and the
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permanent deflection by greater amounts, but increase the base shear demand on the
structure.

(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-5 Structural response with different tendon and 2-4 device architectures

Figure 5-5 also shows the amount of reduction in free vibration for the various device
arrangements. The results are similar to those of the 2-4 device acting alone, with the
difference being that the maximum displacement has been reduced, reducing the amount of
permanent deflection the structure will undergo. As in the 2-4 device alone case, the
ground to third floor arrangement performs the best, with the ground to second floor
arrangement also performing well. The arrangements anchored to the first floor reduce the
free vibration by considerable amounts, with the ground to first floor and second to third
floor arrangements performing the worst.
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When using a tendon in tandem with a 2-4 device, a device spanning from the ground to
the third floor is the most effective in reducing the amount of free vibration. If the designer
is limited by the number of storeys the 2-4 device can span, a ground to second floor
arrangement performs the best for a device able to span two storeys, and a first floor to
second floor arrangement performs the best for a device able only to span a single floor.

5.3 Six Storey Structure

5.3.1 2-4 Device Acting Alone

Figure 5-6 shows the effectiveness of a 2-4 device spanning from the ground to each of the
structures six floors separately. As expected, the first displacement peak is unaffected by
the 2-4 device as it does not act until the structure tries to return to equilibrium, which
occurs after the peak displacement. Figure 5-6b shows that all of the ground based
arrangements increase the amount of permanent deflection to some degree. The worse
offenders being the arrangements that resist the structures motion the most effectively as
seen in Figure 5-6d.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-6 Structural response with different 2-4 device architectures mounted to the ground

Figure 5-6 also shows that the arrangements spanning from the ground to the first or
second floors reduce the amount of free vibration, but not to the extent of the arrangements
involving the middle and upper storeys.

Figure 5-7 show the effectiveness of device arrangements anchored to the first storey.
Figure 5-7a shows little to no change in the maximum displacement. Figure 5-7b shows
that unlike Figure 5-6b, there is little to no increase in the amount of permanent deflection
when the device is anchored to the first floor. This agrees with the three storey results and
as such, an arrangement anchored to the first floor would be preferable to one anchored to
the ground if permanent deflection is of critical concern.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-7 Structural response with different 2-4 device architectures mounted to the 1st floor

Figure 5-7 shows that the arrangements which span the first floor to the mid section of the
structure reduce the amount of free vibration the most effectively. Interestingly, the
arrangement from the first floor to the top floor performs relatively poorly compared to the
arrangements attached to the next few floors below it. This is due to the fact that the lower
arrangements target and resist the over turning moment produced by the blast load to
greater effect.

Figure 5-8 shows the same results for the 2-4 device arrangements anchored to the second
floor and attached to the subsequent upper floors. Figure 5-8 shows that like the
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arrangements anchored to the first floor there is little to no increase in the amount of
permanent deflection or maximum displacement. This is due to the arrangements not
involving the ground and thus not resisting the structures return to equilibrium relative to
the ground.

(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-8 Structural response with different 2-4 device architectures mounted to the 2nd floor

Figure 5-8 also shows that the second to third floor arrangement performs the best out of
the arrangements anchored to the second floor. The arrangements attached to higher
storeys perform well also and show similar results to the arrangements anchored to the first
floor.
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Figure 5-9 show the arrangements anchored to the third, four and fifth floors. Figure 5-9b
again shows that the arrangements which do not involve the ground do not increase the
amount of permanent deflection or the maximum displacement to a significant degree.

(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-9 Structural response with different 2-4 device architectures mounted to the 3rd, 4th and 5th
floors

Figure 5-9c shows that the arrangements anchored to the higher floors are not as effective
as those anchored to the lower floors are.
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For all arrangements using only a 2-4 device, the optimal arrangement again depends on
what the designer considers important. If permanent deflection is of concern, then the best
arrangements are those that are anchored to the first or second floors. The best reduction in
displacement comes from the arrangements that most effectively combat the overturning
moment produced by the blast load; ground to the third, fourth or fifth floors, the first floor
to the third, fourth or fifth floors or the second floor to the third, fourth or fifth floors. If the
amount of floors a device can span is limited, the device should be arranged between the
second and third floors if it can only span one floor, and between the first and third floors
or second and fourth floors if it can span two floors.

5.3.2 1-4 Device Acting Over One Cycle and a 2-4 Device

A 1-4 device is used over the first displacement cycle to reduce the first peak displacement,
and not increase the base shear over the entire free vibration period. Figure 5-10a shows
that a 1-4 device placed between the ground and the fourth or fifth floors reduces the
maximum peak displacement by the greatest amount. This result is echoed in Figure 5-10b
with the permanent deflection. This result indicates that a device spanning two-thirds of the
structures height produces the best results. This is the arrangement that best resists the
overturning moment induced by the blast load.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-10 Structural response with different 1-4 and 2-4 device architectures mounted to the ground

Figure 5-10 shows again that the ground to around two-thirds the height of the structure
produces the best results. The ground to the third, four or fifth floors produce the greatest
reduction in free vibration.

Figure 5-10 shows the effectiveness of the device arrangements anchored to the first floor.
The first floor to fourth floor arrangement produces the greatest reduction in both
maximum displacement and permanent deflection. This is again two-thirds the height of
the structure.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-11 Structural response with different 1-4 and 2-4 device architectures mounted to the 1st floor

One again, Figure 5-11 shows that the arrangement connected to about two-thirds the
height of the structure produces the greatest reduction in free vibration.

Figure 5-12 shows the effectiveness of devices anchored to the second floor. The
maximum displacement is reduced the most when the device spans to the fourth or fifth
floors. This is also the case with the permanent deflection. Again an arrangement attached
to the floor two-thirds the height of the structure performs the best.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(a) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(b) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-12 Structural response with different 1-4 and 2-4 device architectures mounted to the
2ndfloor

Figure 5-12 shows the arrangement spanning the second to the fourth floor reduces the
amount of free vibration by the greatest amount. The arrangement spanning the second to
the sixth floor performs the worst.

Figure 5-13 shows the effectiveness of anchoring the devices to the third floor and higher.
These arrangement are less effective than ones anchored to lower storeys.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-13 Structural response with different 1-4 and 2-4 device architectures mounted to the 3rd, 4th
and 5th floors

5.3.3 1-4 Device Acting Over Two Cycles and a 2-4 Device

The 1-4 device acts over two displacement cycles in an attempt to reduce the permanent
deflection as well as the amount of free vibration by the greatest amount. Figure 5-14
shows that this is indeed the case, with the ground to fourth floor or two-thirds the height
of the structure again being the best performing architecture in this sense.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-14 Structural response with different 1-4 and 2-4 device architectures mounted to the ground

Figure 5-14 also shows the reduction in the amount of free vibration. Again it is the twothirds height that is most effective.

Figures 5-15 to 5-17 show a similar pattern to that observed in the previous section.
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-15 Structural response with different 1-4 and 2-4 device architectures mounted to the 1st floor
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-16 Structural response with different 1-4 and 2-4 device architectures mounted to the 2nd
floor
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(a) Maximum displacement

(b) Permanent deflection

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-17 Structural response with different 1-4 and 2-4 device architectures mounted to the 3rd, 4th
and 5th floors

The six storey structure behaves similarly to the 3 storey structure. A device spanning from
the ground to approximately two-thirds the height of the structure produces the best results.
Acting as a 1-4 device over the first two displacement peaks before reverting to a 2-4
device provides the greatest reductions in free vibration and permanent deflection.
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5.4 Nine Storey Structure – 2-4 Device Alone

As the trends are well defined by the 3 and 6 storey cases, only a 2-4 device alone is
considered. In addition, only architectures connected to the ground are shown with the
same trends holding true. Figure 5-18 shows the results.

(a) Maximum displacement

(c) 3rd peak minus permanent deflection

(b) Permanent deflection

(d) 9th peak minus permanent deflection

Figure 5-18 Structural response with different 2-4 device architectures mounted to the ground

The overall results match prior analyses. Architectures connected to approximately twothirds of the structural height perform best.
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6. Summary and Conclusions

6.1 Single-Storey

The magnitude, profile or duration of a blast load alone are not individual governing
parameters that change structural response to blast loading. Instead, the amount of
momentum that the blast load applies to the structure is the parameter that governs the
structural response. The response is characterised by an initial large acceleration response
to the impact of the blast load with significant plastic deformation, followed by a free
vibration phase with smaller accelerations. The results and analysis presented further
validate this known result.

The use of a tendon decreased the amount of free vibration by limiting the initial response
to the blast loading. The tendon also increased the amount of shear stress in the structure.
The amount of shear stress introduced to the structure increases linearly as the size of the
tendon is increased. A semi-active 2-4 device reduces the amount of displacement in the
free vibration phase of the structures response to blast loading. As the device only resists
motion towards equilibrium it also effectively increases the amount of permanent
deflection.

Combining a tendon and a 2-4 device is therefore highly effective in reducing a structures
total response to blast loads. The tendon reduces the effect of the initial blast impact and
the 2-4 device reduces the subsequent free vibration. A 1-4 device in combination with a 24 device achieves similar results but with increased base shear and complexity of
implementation.
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Overall, as the period of the structure increases, the effectiveness of both the device and
the tendon decreases. As the period of the structure increases above 2.5 seconds, the effect
of any system is significantly reduced, and there is little observable difference between the
controlled and uncontrolled cases. This latter result might also imply the potential for a
base isolation based solution in these cases.

6.2 Multi-Storey Tendons Only

The tendon arrangement that best reduces a structures response to a distant blast load is a
draped arrangement as proposed by Peckan, Mander and Chen [8, 9]. This arrangement
reduces the maximum lateral displacement experienced by the structure as a result of blast
loading. This approach also reduces the length of the free vibration period and reduces the
likelihood of failure in this phase. The base shear is increased, however not to dangerous
levels in this study. This last result requires further experimental validation.

As the height of the structure increases, a tendon with a higher failure force is appropriate.
In particular, as height increases, the amount of force felt by the tendon also increases
causing it to fail earlier than in shorter structures, thus having less effect on the response.
Therefore, careful design is required to ensure an optimal solution.

A tendon is more effective when the structure is exposed to larger loads. As the tendon is
set to fail at a specified force, the increase in base shear provided by the tendon remains
reasonably constant as the blast load size increases. However, for blast loads which can no
longer be considered distant blasts, the structure is likely to fail as the tendon cannot
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reduce the amount of displacement that leads to failure without increasing the amount of
base shear to levels that would cause the foundation to fail. Hence, these situations offer
the opportunity for more advanced and complex semi-active solutions to be effective.

6.3 Multi-Storey Semi-Active Devices

When designing a semi-active device arrangement to reduce the effects of a blast load, the
optimal device arrangement depends on what the designer considers to be of critical
importance in the structure. Base shear, permanent deflection, free vibration and device
constraints are the four main factors the designer must consider and decide which are
critical and must be controlled, and which matter less. Hence, it is a trade off or
compromise based on outcome goals, rather than technology limitations.

If base shear is of critical importance, then a 2-4 device should be used alone, as it will not
add to the base shear demand. Arrangements that span from the ground to two thirds the
structures height, are the most effective in reducing the amount of free vibration, but will
induce some increase in the amount of permanent deflection. If the device is anchored to
the first or second storey (for structures greater than three storeys high) and attached to the
floor that is located at two-thirds the structures height, the free vibration will be
significantly reduced with little or no increase in the amount of permanent deflection. This
general result is effectively the semi-active connection of the ground to the overturning
moment centre of shear, as might be expected.

If the designer’s major concern is permanent deflection, a 1-4 device acting over one or
two displacement cycles before reverting to 2-4 control should be considered. The critical
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factor is the amount of added base shear that is put onto the structure. Again, the
arrangements that span the lower floors to two-thirds the height of the structure reduce
both the permanent deflection and the amount of free vibration by the greatest amount.

When the number of storeys a device can span is architecturally limited, then an attempt
should be made to reduce the overturning moment induced by the blast. This goal is best
achieved by effectively stiffening the lower two-thirds of the structure. If only one storey
can be spanned, the device should be anchored to the floor just below halfway up the
structures height. Overall, as a rule of thumb, the device should not reach to a floor higher
than two-thirds the structures height and must be anchored to a floor that is below the
halfway point of the structures height.

6.4 Summary

Overall, the outcome from this research is that semi-active control has been shown to be an
effective method of mitigating structural response to distant blast loads.

•

The blast loads effect on a structure was found to be dependant on the amount of
momentum the load applied to the structure.

•

As the period of the structure increases, the effectiveness of both the device and the
tendon decreases.

•

The draped arrangement as proposed by Peckan, Mander and Chen [8, 9] reduces
the structures response to a distant blast load by largest amount of all the tendon
alone arrangements.
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•

A semi-active device arranged from the ground to two-thirds the height of the
structure reduces the structures response to a distant blast load more than any other
device arrangement.
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7. Future Work

This research has provided a quantitative assessment of semi-active methods to reduce the
likelihood of structural failure due to distant blast loads.

This study was undertaken using computer simulation methods, experimental validation of
simulation results would help verify the results and further identify the benefits of semiactive control.

In all the simulations, Euler-Bernoulli beams were used to form the beam-column
elements. Due to the discretisation of the columns, the beam elements forming each
column become short enough that the shear forces in the beams may become sufficiently
large that the assumption of Euler-Bernoulli beams may not hold. Timoshenko beams
should be investigated to determine whether there is any significant difference between
Timoshenko and Euler-Bernoulli beams in this case.

Further study of other semi-active devices such as 1-3 and 1-4 devices for comparison with
the 2-4 device results would be useful in further determining the best type of control for
each situation.

Further study could involve more realistic modelling of structures and the semi-active
devices to gain a more specific knowledge of certain blast cases.
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Appendix A - Main Code
close all
clear all
clc
for blastsize=1:3
for scrap=1:11
for devicelocation=1:6
for devicesize=1:2
mul2 = [0.02 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.29 0.41 0.56 0.74 0.92 1.15
1.4 1.65 1.95 2.25 2.55 2.9 3.3 3.7 4.1 4.55 5 5.55 6 6.6];
mul2=mul2(scrap);
mul3=[1 2 4 6 8 10 15 20 50 100 150 200 500];
% yield force of the tendon
mul4=mul3(8);
yield_tend = 1500*mul4;
tendonyield=1500*mul4;
tendloc=8;
% tendonyield=resistingt(sizetend);
k=2.5714e5;
zerovel=2;
% The basic model is shown below:
%
|----------------|
%
|
|
%
|
|
%
|
|
%
|
|
%
|
|
%
|
|
%
|----------------|
%
|
|
%
|
|
%
|
|
%
|
|
%
|
|
%
|
|
%-----------------------------------------------------% input constant values and data for control parameters
%-----------------------------------------------------nos=3; % number of storeys
nce=6; % number of elements per column (maximum of 6 recomended)
elasticforce=zeros(3,1);
tol=0.00001;
opel=1;
nel=nos*(2*nce+1)+nos+3;%+(nos-1); % number of elements in structure
ndof=3; % number of dof per node
nnel=2; % number of nodes per element
nnode=2*(nos*nce+1)+nos; % total number of nodes in system
sdof=ndof*nnode; % system dof
sdof1=sdof; % dummy
emlength=3.6/nce; % length of each element in the system
for i=1:nel
element(i).el=10e9; %E of concrete
element(i).G=7.764e10;
element(i).area=0.09; % area the force acts upon
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element(i).sheararea=0.05;
element(i).rho=2320;
element(i).I=100e-6;%Ii;
element(i).bilinearfactor=0.05; % assume that at yield the member
element(i).emlength=emlength;
% strength degrades to 20% of the
element(i).forces=zeros(3,1);
% pre-yield stiffness
element(i).uold=zeros(3,1);
element(i).deltadispold=zeros(3,1);
element(i).duct=ones(3,1);
element(i).unloadingcntr=zeros(3,1);
element(i).unloadingcross=zeros(3,1);
element(i).unloadingfactor=zeros(3,1);
element(i).F=ones(3,1);
element(i).forcesold=zeros(3,1);
element(i).forces=zeros(3,1);
element(i).force23=zeros(3,1);
element(i).force34=zeros(3,1);
element(i).force45=zeros(3,1);
element(i).force52=zeros(3,1);
element(i).disp23=zeros(3,1);
element(i).disp34=zeros(3,1);
element(i).disp45=zeros(3,1);
element(i).disp52=zeros(3,1);
element(i).unew=zeros(3,1);
element(i).ipath=ones(3,1);
element(i).hingelength=zeros(2,1);
end
sheararea=element(1).sheararea;
for i=1:nel-4
elength(i)=emlength; % length of each element in the system
end1(i)=0;
end2(i)=0;
end
for i=nel-4:nel-1
elength(i)=3.6;
end1(i)=0;
end2(i)=0;
end
if nel>42
elength(43)=sqrt((3.6^2)+(10.8^2));
end1(43)=0;
end2(43)=0;
element(43).el=200e9; %E of steel
element(43).G=7.764e10;
element(43).area=0.001;
end1(44)=0;
end2(44)=0;
element(44).el=200e9; %E of steel
element(44).G=7.764e10;
element(44).area=0.001;
end1(45)=0;
end2(45)=0;
element(45).el=200e9; %E of steel
element(45).G=7.764e10;
element(45).area=0.001;
end
for i=1:nel
element(i).positiveyieldforce(2)=22.5e3;
element(i).positiveyieldforce(3)=22.5e3;
element(i).negativeyieldforce(2)=-22.5e3;
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element(i).negativeyieldforce(3)=-22.5e3;
end
emlength2=3.6;
for i=1:nel
element(i).posdispen(2)=element(i).positiveyieldforce(2)/(element(i).el*e
lement(i).I);
element(i).posdispen(3)=element(i).positiveyieldforce(3)/(element(i).el*e
lement(i).I);
element(i).negdispen(2)=element(i).negativeyieldforce(2)/(element(i).el*e
lement(i).I);
element(i).negdispen(3)=element(i).negativeyieldforce(3)/(element(i).el*e
lement(i).I);
end
alpha=0;
% constants per each element (all elements the same at this stage)
area=element(1).area;
el=element(1).el;
I=element(1).I;
G=element(1).G;
%----------------------------------------% input data for nodal coordinate values
%----------------------------------------% x coordinates
gcoord(1,1)=0;

y coordinates
gcoord(1,2)=0;

% structure is a simple two storey frame
for i=2:(nos*nce+1)
gcoord(i,1)=0;
gcoord(i,2)=gcoord(i-1,2)+elength(1);
end
gcoord((nos*nce+2),1)=3.6;

gcoord((nos*nce+2),2)=0;

for i=(nos*nce+3):2*(nos*nce+1)
gcoord(i,1)=3.6;
gcoord(i,2)=gcoord(i-1,2)+elength(1);
end
%--------------------------------% Horizontal force on each floor
%--------------------------------BOD=[1 0.666 0.333];
R=zeros(length(BOD)-1);
%--------------------------------% Interfloor force ratios
%---------------------------------
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for i=1:(length(BOD)-1)
R(i)=BOD(i)/BOD(i+1);
end
x0er=0;
xner=3.6;
%--------------------------------% tendon locations
%--------------------------------b=[x0er 0 0 xner]';
A=[1 0 0 0;
1 -(R(1)+1) R(1) 0;
0 1 -(R(2)+1) R(2);
0 0 0 1];
xer=A\b;
elength(37)=xer(2);
elength(38)=xner-xer(2);
elength(39)=xer(3);
elength(40)=xner-xer(3);
elength(41)=1.8;
elength(42)=1.8;
pilgrim=37;
greatergood=39;
tissue=3.6;
for suns=1:3
gcoord((greatergood),1)=elength(pilgrim);
gcoord((greatergood),2)=tissue;
tissue=tissue+3.6;
greatergood=greatergood+1;
pilgrim=pilgrim+2;
end
%----------------------------------------------------% input data for nodal connectivity for each element
%----------------------------------------------------nodes(1,1)=1;

nodes(1,2)=2;

if nel>1
for i=2:nos*nce
nodes(i,1)=nodes(i-1,2);
nodes(i,2)=nodes(i-1,2)+1;
end
nodes((nos*nce+1),1)=(nos*nce+2);
for i=(nos*nce+2):(2*nos*nce)
nodes(i,1)=nodes(i-1,2);
nodes(i,2)=nodes(i-1,2)+1;
end
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nodes((nos*nce+1),2)=(nos*nce+3);

for eli=1:nos
nodes((nel)-eli,1)=(nos*nce+1)-(eli-1)*nce;
nodes((nel)-eli,2)=2*(nos*nce+1)-(eli-1)*nce;
end
if nel>42
if tendloc==1
nodes(43,1)=2;
nodes(43,2)=26;
elength(43)=sqrt((3.0^2)+(3.6^2));
elseif tendloc==2
nodes(43,1)=2;
nodes(43,2)=32;
elength(43)=sqrt((6.6^2)+(3.6^2));
elseif tendloc==3
nodes(43,1)=2;
nodes(43,2)=38;
elength(43)=sqrt((3.6^2)+(10.2^2));
elseif tendloc==4
nodes(43,1)=7;
nodes(43,2)=32;
elength(43)=sqrt((3.6^2)+(3.6^2));
elseif tendloc==5
nodes(43,1)=7;
nodes(43,2)=38;
elength(43)=sqrt((3.6^2)+(7.2^2));
elseif tendloc==6
nodes(43,1)=13;
nodes(43,2)=38;
elength(43)=sqrt((3.6^2)+(3.6^2));
elseif tendloc==8
nodes(43,1)=2;
nodes(43,2)=39;
elength(43)=sqrt((3.0^2)+(elength(37)^2));
nodes(44,1)=39;
nodes(44,2)=40;
elength(44)=sqrt((3.6^2)+((elength(39)-elength(37))^2));
nodes(45,1)=40;
nodes(45,2)=38;
elength(45)=sqrt((3.6^2)+((3.6-elength(39))^2));
end
end
end

%------------------------------------------------% Element coordinates (for plotting purposes only)
%-------------------------------------------------elementsx(1,1)=0;
elementsy(1,1)=0;

elementsx(1,2)=0;
elementsy(1,2)=3.6/nce;

element(1).x=elementsx(1,1)-elementsx(1,2);
element(1).y=abs(elementsy(1,1)-elementsy(1,2));
for i=2:nos*nce
elementsy(i,1)=elementsy(i-1,2);
elementsy(i,2)=elementsy(i-1,2)+3.6/nce;
elementsx(i,1)=0;
elementsx(i,2)=0;
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element(i).x=abs(elementsx(i,1)-elementsx(i,2));
element(i).y=abs(elementsy(i,1)-elementsy(i,2));
end
elementsx((nos*nce+1),1)=3.6; elementsx((nos*nce+1),2)=3.6;
elementsy((nos*nce+1),1)=0;
elementsy((nos*nce+1),2)=3.6/nce;
element((nos*nce+1)).x=abs(elementsx((nos*nce+1),1)elementsx((nos*nce+1),2));
element((nos*nce+1)).y=abs(elementsy((nos*nce+1),1)elementsy((nos*nce+1),2));
for i=(nos*nce+2):(2*nos*nce)
elementsy(i,1)=elementsy(i-1,2);
elementsy(i,2)=elementsy(i-1,2)+3.6/nce;
elementsx(i,1)=3.6;
elementsx(i,2)=3.6;
element(i).x=abs(elementsx(i,1)-elementsx(i,2));
element(i).y=abs(elementsy(i,1)-elementsy(i,2));
end
differentworld=37;
hallowed=3.6;
for breeg=1:3
elementsy(differentworld,1)=hallowed;
elementsy(differentworld,2)=hallowed;
elementsx(differentworld,1)=0;
elementsx(differentworld,2)=elength(differentworld);
element(differentworld).x=abs(elementsx(differentworld,1)elementsx(differentworld,2));
element(differentworld).y=abs(elementsy(differentworld,1)elementsy(differentworld,2));

elementsy(differentworld+1,1)=hallowed;
elementsy(differentworld+1,2)=hallowed;
elementsx(differentworld+1,1)=elength(differentworld);
elementsx(differentworld+1,2)=3.6;
element(differentworld+1).x=abs(elementsx(differentworld+1,1)elementsx(differentworld+1,2));
element(differentworld+1).y=abs(elementsy(differentworld+1,1)elementsy(differentworld+1,2));
differentworld=differentworld+2;
hallowed=hallowed+3.6;
end
if nel>42
if tendloc==1
elementsy(43,1)=0.6;
elementsy(43,2)=3.6;
elementsx(43,1)=0;
elementsx(43,2)=3.6;
elseif tendloc==2
elementsy(43,1)=0.6;
elementsy(43,2)=7.2;
elementsx(43,1)=0;
elementsx(43,2)=3.6;
elseif tendloc==3
elementsy(43,1)=0.6;
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elementsy(43,2)=10.8;
elementsx(43,1)=0;
elementsx(43,2)=3.6;
elseif tendloc==4
elementsy(43,1)=3.6;
elementsy(43,2)=7.2;
elementsx(43,1)=0;
elementsx(43,2)=3.6;
elseif tendloc==5
elementsy(43,1)=3.6;
elementsy(43,2)=10.8;
elementsx(43,1)=0;
elementsx(43,2)=3.6;
elseif tendloc==6
elementsy(43,1)=7.2;
elementsy(43,2)=10.8;
elementsx(43,1)=0;
elementsx(43,2)=3.6;
elseif tendloc==8
elementsy(43,1)=0.6;
elementsy(43,2)=3.6;
elementsx(43,1)=0;
elementsx(43,2)=elength(37);
elementsy(44,1)=3.6;
elementsy(44,2)=7.2;
elementsx(44,1)=elength(37);
elementsx(44,2)=elength(39);
elementsy(45,1)=7.2;
elementsy(45,2)=10.8;
elementsx(45,1)=elength(39);
elementsx(45,2)=3.6;
end
element(43).x=abs(elementsx(43,1)-elementsx(43,2));
element(43).y=abs(elementsy(43,1)-elementsy(43,2));
element(44).x=abs(elementsx(44,1)-elementsx(44,2));
element(44).y=abs(elementsy(44,1)-elementsy(44,2));
element(45).x=abs(elementsx(45,1)-elementsx(45,2));
element(45).y=abs(elementsy(45,1)-elementsy(45,2));
end
%------------------------% Plotting the structure
%------------------------plot(gcoord(:,1), gcoord(:,2), 'o')
hold on
for i=1:nel
plot(elementsx(i,:), elementsy(i,:))
end
title('Structure')
hold off
grid on
%----------------------------------------% initialisation of matrices and vectors
%----------------------------------------ff=zeros(sdof,1);
kk=zeros(sdof,sdof);
mm=zeros(sdof,sdof);

% initialisation of system force vector
% initialisation of system matrix
% initialisation of system mass matrix
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index=zeros(nnel*ndof,1);
cc=zeros(sdof,sdof);

% initialisation of index vector
% initialisation of damping matrix

%-------------------------------------------------------------------% temperal data - impulse data only relevant if not external data is
%
sourced
%-------------------------------------------------------------------tmin1=0; % sample starting time
tmax1=0.5;% sample ending time
nt1=250;
dt1=(tmax1-tmin1)/nt1; % size of each time interval
tmin2=tmax1+dt1;
tmax2=40;
nt2=2000;
dt2=(tmax2-tmin2)/nt2;
t=[tmin1:dt1:tmax1 tmin2:dt2:tmax2]; % time vector
nt=nt1+nt2;
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------% applied external acceleration - either user defined impulse or external
%
blast data
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------for i=1:nt
a(i)=0;
end
run('Blastdata3'); % extracting ground acceleration data
accel = load(F.file);
a(1:length(accel))=accel;
%------------% mass matrix
%------------m1=1000*mul2;
m2=1000*mul2;
mm(1,1)=0; % structure is massless at the base
mm(2,2)=0;
mm(3,3)=0;
mass=50;%(0.1*m1)/(nel/2-1);
for i=4:sdof
mm(i,i)=mass;
end
for i=6:3:sdof
mm(i,i)=mass*3^(2/78);
end
for eli=1:nos
mm(3*(nce*eli)+1,3*(nce*eli)+1)=m1;
mm(3*(nce*eli)+2,3*(nce*eli)+2)=m1;
mm(3*(nce*eli)+3,3*(nce*eli)+3)=m2*3^(2/78);
mm(3*(nce*eli)+4+3*nce*nos,3*(nce*eli)+4+3*nce*nos)=m1;
mm(3*(nce*eli)+5+3*nce*nos,3*(nce*eli)+5+3*nce*nos)=m1;
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mm(3*(nce*eli)+6+3*nce*nos,3*(nce*eli)+6+3*nce*nos)=m2*3^(2/78);
end
for i=115:sdof
mm(i,i)=0.1;
end
for i=117:3:sdof
mm(i,i)=0.1*3^(2/78);
end
%--------------% applied force
%--------------m=diag(mm);
m=m';
for i = 1:length(m)
f(i,1:nt)=zeros(length(nt));
end
blastsizze=[0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.5 3];
sizeblasty=blastsizze(blastsize);
f(19,:)=sizeblasty*0.3333*(0.3*1.8).*a;
f(37,:)=sizeblasty*0.6666*(0.3*1.8).*a;
f(55,:)=sizeblasty*1*(0.3*1.8).*a;
% --------------------% stiffness matrix kk
% --------------------%
for eli=1:nel

[element(eli).T,element(eli).clearlength]=transformmatrix(0,0,elength(eli
),element(eli).x,element(eli).y);
element(eli).F=ones(3,1);
element(eli).Fnew=ones(3,1);
element(eli).Fold=ones(3,1);

[element(eli).S,element(eli).Smatrix,element(eli).SM]=beammodel(area,shea
rarea,el,G,I,0,element(eli).F,element(eli).T,element(eli).clearlength);
% constructing the global stiffness matrix
nd(1)=nodes(eli,1); %1st connected node for the iel-th element
nd(2)=nodes(eli,2); %2nd connected node for the iel-th element
x1=gcoord(nd(1),1); y1=gcoord(nd(1),2); %coordinates of the 1st node
x2=gcoord(nd(2),1); y2=gcoord(nd(2),2); %coordinates of the 2nd node
leng=sqrt((x2-x1)^2+(y2-y1)^2); %element length
if x2-x1==0;
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beta=2*atan(1);
%angle between local and global coordinates
else
beta=atan((y2-y1)/(x2-x1));
end
r=[ cos(beta) sin(beta) 0
0
0
0;...
-sin(beta) cos(beta) 0
0
0
0;...
0
0
1
0
0
0;...
0
0
0
cos(beta) sin(beta) 0;...
0
0
0 -sin(beta) cos(beta) 0;...
0
0
0
0
0
1];
% stiffness matrix at the global axis
SMr(:,:,eli)=element(eli).SM;%r'*element(eli).SM*r;
end
for iel=1:nel
nd(1)=nodes(iel,1);
nd(2)=nodes(iel,2);

%1st connected node for the iel-th element
%2nd connected node for the iel-th element

x1=gcoord(nd(1),1); y1=gcoord(nd(1),2); %coordinates of the 1st node
x2=gcoord(nd(2),1); y2=gcoord(nd(2),2); %coordinates of the 2nd node
leng=sqrt((x2-x1)^2+(y2-y1)^2); %element length
if x2-x1==0;
beta=2*atan(1);
%angle between local and global coordinates
else
beta=atan((y2-y1)/(x2-x1));
end
ipt=3; %flag for diagonal mass matrix
index=feeldof(nd,nnel,ndof); %extract system dofs for the element
kk=feasmbl1(kk,SMr(:,:,iel),index);

%assemble system stiffness matrix

end
%---------------------------------% applying the boundary conditions
%---------------------------------[kk,mm]=feaplycsmultstorey(kk,mm,nos,nce,nnode);
f = f(4:3*(nos*nce+1),:);
f2 = f(1:3:3*(nos*nce)-2,:);
sdof = sdof - 6;
omega=sqrt(min(eig(kk,mm)));
period1=omega/2/3.1415;
natperoid=1/period1
%-----------------% Rayleigh damping
%-----------------lambda=0.05;
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alpha11 = 2*lambda*omega;
beta11 = 2*lambda/omega;
alpha11 = alpha11/2;
beta11 = beta11/2;
cc=alpha11*mm + beta11*kk;
%------------------------------------------------------------------% initialising the displacement, velocity and acceleration matrices
%------------------------------------------------------------------acc=zeros(sdof,nt); %acceleration matrix
vel=zeros(sdof,nt); %velocity matrix
disp=zeros(sdof,nt);

%displacement matrix

%------------------------------------------------------------------------% Initial conditions
%------------------------------------------------------------------------P=zeros(sdof, length(a));
P([1:3:3*(nos*nce)-2],:)=f([1:3:3*(nos*nce)-2],:);
vel(:,1)=zeros(sdof,1);

%initial zero velocity

disp(:,1)=zeros(sdof,1); %initial zero displacement
tol=0.00002; %tolerence setting
dt=dt1;
%-------------------------------------------------% Initialisations for the time integration method
%-------------------------------------------------loopcntr=1;
alpha22=0.25;
gamma22=0.5;
a0=1/(alpha22*dt^2);
a1=gamma22/(alpha22*dt);
a2=1/(alpha22*dt);
a3=1/(2*alpha22)-1;
a4=gamma22/alpha22-1;
a5=(dt/2)*(gamma22/alpha22-2);
a6=dt*(1-gamma22);
a7=gamma22*dt;
Kstar=kk+a0*mm+a1*cc;
acc(:,1)=inv(mm)*(P(:,1)-cc*vel(:,1)-kk*disp(:,1)); %initial acceleration
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disp(:,2) =
inv(((4/(dt^2))*mm)+(2/dt)*cc+kk)*(P(:,2)+mm*((4/(dt^2))*disp(:,21)+(4/dt)*vel(:,2-1)+acc(:,2-1))+cc*((2/dt)*disp(:,2-1)+vel(:,2-1)));
vel(:,2) = -vel(:,2-1)+(2/dt)*(disp(:,2)-disp(:,2-1));
acc(:,2) = (4/(dt^2))*(disp(:,2)-disp(:,2-1)-dt*vel(:,2-1))-acc(:,2-1);
a32=0;
if devicelocation==1
place1=16;
place2=1;
elseif devicelocation==2
place1=34;
place2=1;
elseif devicelocation==3
place1=52;
place2=1;
elseif devicelocation==4
place1=34;
place2=16;
elseif devicelocation==5
place1=52;
place2=16;
elseif devicelocation==6
place1=52;
place2=34;
end
for i=3:nt
if i>nt1+1
dt=dt2;
else
dt=dt1;
end
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------% Initial tendon device
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
% factor=1;
%
if i>4
%
if opel==1
%
idiot=2;
%
nel=40;
%
ham=40;
%
element(ham).el=200e9;
%
element(ham).G=7.764e10;
%
element(ham).area=0.0001;
%
element(ham).rho=2320;
%
element(ham).I=I;
%
element(ham).bilinearfactor=0.2; % assume that at yield the
member strength degrades to 20% of the pre-yield stiffness
%
element(ham).emlength=sqrt(7.2^2+3.6^2);
%
element(ham).forces=zeros(3,1);
%
element(ham).disp=zeros(3,1);
%
element(ham).deltadispold=zeros(3,1);
%
element(ham).duct=ones(3,1);
%
element(ham).unloadingcntr=zeros(3,1);
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%
element(ham).unloadingcross=zeros(3,1);
%
element(ham).unloadingfactor=zeros(3,1);
%
element(ham).uold=zeros(3,1);
%
element(ham).unew=zeros(3,1);
%
nodes(ham,1)=2;
%
nodes(ham,2)=32;
%
elength(ham)=sqrt(7.2^2+3.6^2);
%
end1(ham)=0;
%
end2(ham)=0;
%
element(ham).positiveyieldforce(2)=15.0e3; %tendon yield force
selected such that it will break just
%
element(ham).positiveyieldforce(3)=15.0e3; % before the peak
displacement. Must be sufficently low as
%
element(ham).negativeyieldforce(2)=-15.0e3; % to break with a low
energy blast yet be sufficently high
%
element(ham).negativeyieldforce(3)=-15.0e3; % so that it doesn't
break too early in a high energy blast.
%
%
element(ham).posdispen(2)=element(ham).positiveyieldforce(2)/(element(ham
).el*element(ham).I);
%
element(ham).posdispen(3)=element(ham).positiveyieldforce(3)/(element(ham
).el*element(ham).I);
%
element(ham).negdispen(2)=element(ham).negativeyieldforce(2)/(element(ham
).el*element(ham).I);
%
element(ham).negdispen(3)=element(ham).negativeyieldforce(3)/(element(ham
).el*element(ham).I);
%
%
for eli=40:40
%
%
% creating the transformation matrix
%
element(eli).x=3.6;
%
element(eli).y=7.2;
%
%
[element(eli).T,element(eli).clearlength]=transformmatrix(0,0,elength(ham
),element(eli).x,element(eli).y);
%
%
%
element(eli).F=ones(3,1);
%
element(eli).Fnew=ones(3,1);
%
element(eli).Fold=ones(3,1);
%
%
[element(eli).S,element(eli).Smatrix,element(eli).SM]=beammodel(area,shea
rarea,el,G,I,0,element(eli).F,element(eli).T,element(eli).clearlength);
%
%
% constructing the global stiffness matrix
%
nd(1)=nodes(eli,1); %1st connected node for the iel-th element
%
nd(2)=nodes(eli,2); %2nd connected node for the iel-th element
%
%
x1=gcoord(nd(1),1); y1=gcoord(nd(1),2); %coordinates of the 1st
node
%
x2=gcoord(nd(2),1); y2=gcoord(nd(2),2); %coordinates of the 2nd
node
%
%
SMr(:,:,eli)=element(eli).SM;%
%
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%
end
if nel>42
if tendloc==1
tendondisp1=[disp(1,i-1) disp(2,i-1) disp(3,i-1) disp(70,i-1)
disp(71,i-1) disp(72,i-1)]';
elseif tendloc==2
tendondisp1=[disp(1,i-1) disp(2,i-1) disp(3,i-1) disp(88,i-1)
disp(89,i-1) disp(90,i-1)]';
elseif tendloc==3
tendondisp1=[disp(1,i-1) disp(2,i-1) disp(3,i-1) disp(106,i1) disp(107,i-1) disp(108,i-1)]';
elseif tendloc==4
tendondisp1=[disp(16,i-1) disp(17,i-1) disp(18,i-1)
disp(88,i-1) disp(89,i-1) disp(90,i-1)]';
elseif tendloc==5
tendondisp1=[disp(16,i-1) disp(17,i-1) disp(18,i-1)
disp(106,i-1) disp(107,i-1) disp(108,i-1)]';
elseif tendloc==6
tendondisp1=[disp(34,i-1) disp(35,i-1) disp(36,i-1)
disp(106,i-1) disp(107,i-1) disp(108,i-1)]';
elseif tendloc==8
tendondisp1=[disp(1,i-1) disp(2,i-1) disp(3,i-1) disp(109,i1) disp(110,i-1) disp(111,i-1)]';
tendondisp2=[disp(109,i-1) disp(110,i-1) disp(111,i-1)
disp(112,i-1) disp(113,i-1) disp(114,i-1)]';
tendondisp3=[disp(112,i-1) disp(113,i-1) disp(114,i-1)
disp(106,i-1) disp(107,i-1) disp(108,i-1)]';
end
tendonforce1=SMr(:,:,43)*tendondisp1;
tendonforce2=SMr(:,:,44)*tendondisp2;
tendonforce3=SMr(:,:,45)*tendondisp3;
yieldforce1=sqrt(tendonforce1(4)^2+tendonforce1(5)^2);
yieldforce2=sqrt(tendonforce2(4)^2+tendonforce2(5)^2);
yieldforce3=sqrt(tendonforce3(4)^2+tendonforce3(5)^2);

%
yieldmcyield(i)=yieldforce;
%
kk=zeros(114,114);
%
for iel=1:nel
%
%
nd(1)=nodes(iel,1); %1st connected node for the iel-th
element
%
nd(2)=nodes(iel,2); %2nd connected node for the iel-th
element
%
%
x1=gcoord(nd(1),1); y1=gcoord(nd(1),2); %coordinates of the
1st node
%
x2=gcoord(nd(2),1); y2=gcoord(nd(2),2); %coordinates of the
2nd node
%
%
leng=sqrt((x2-x1)^2+(y2-y1)^2); %element length
%
%
if x2-x1==0;
%
beta=2*atan(1);
%angle between local and global
coordinates
%
else
%
beta=atan((y2-y1)/(x2-x1));
%
end
%
ipt=3; %flag for diagonal mass matrix
%
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%
index=feeldof(nd,nnel,ndof); %extract system dofs for the
element
%
%
kk=feasmbl1(kk,SMr(:,:,iel),index); %assemble system
stiffness matrix
%
%
end
%
%---------------------------------%
% applying the boundary conditions
%
%---------------------------------%
%
[kk,mm1]=feaplycsmultstorey(kk,zeros(ndof*nnode,ndof*nnode),nos,nce,nnode
);
%
%
%
cc=alpha11*mm + beta11*kk;
%
if yieldforce1>tendonyield %element(ham).positiveyieldforce(2)
opel=0
catinthehat=i %*0.002
nel=42;
elseif yieldforce2>tendonyield
%element(ham).positiveyieldforce(2)
opel=0
catinthehat=i %*0.002
nel=42;
elseif yieldforce3>tendonyield
%element(ham).positiveyieldforce(2)
opel=0
catinthehat=i %*0.002
nel=42;
end
%
end
%
end
%
if nel==42
kk=zeros(sdof1,sdof1);
for iel=1:nel
nd(1)=nodes(iel,1);

%1st connected node for the iel-th

nd(2)=nodes(iel,2);

%2nd connected node for the iel-th

element
element
x1=gcoord(nd(1),1); y1=gcoord(nd(1),2); %coordinates of the
1st node
x2=gcoord(nd(2),1); y2=gcoord(nd(2),2); %coordinates of the
2nd node
leng=sqrt((x2-x1)^2+(y2-y1)^2); %element length
if x2-x1==0;
beta=2*atan(1);

%angle between local and global

coordinates
else
beta=atan((y2-y1)/(x2-x1));
end
ipt=3; %flag for diagonal mass matrix
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index=feeldof(nd,nnel,ndof); %extract system dofs for the
element
kk=feasmbl1(kk,SMr(:,:,iel),index);
stiffness matrix

%assemble system

end
%---------------------------------% applying the boundary conditions
%----------------------------------

[kk,mm1]=feaplycsmultstorey(kk,zeros(ndof*nnode,ndof*nnode),nos,nce,nnode
);

cc=alpha11*mm + beta11*kk;
end
end
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------% 2-4 device acting on the top level at the left column
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------tol2=0.000005;
if zerovel==2 % 1-4 device ends, only 2-4 device acts
%-----------------------------------% 2-4 device
%----------------------------------if (disp(place1, i-1)-disp(place2, i-1))>a32 & (vel(place1, i-1)vel(place2, i-1))<0
fflag=2;
if (disp(place1, i-2)-disp(place2, i-2))>=(disp(place1, i-3)disp(place2, i-3))
distance1=(disp(place1, i-2)-disp(place2, i-2))
i
end
if abs(vel(place1,i-2)-vel(place2,i-2))>abs(vel(place1,i-3)vel(place2,i-3)) & abs(vel(place1,i-2)-vel(place2,i-2))>abs(vel(place1,i1)-vel(place2,i-1))
if abs(abs(vel(place1,i-1)-vel(place2,i-1))-abs(vel(place1,i3)-vel(place2,i-3)))>tol2
a32=disp(place1,i-2)-disp(place2,i-2)
end
end
elseif (disp(place1, i-1)-disp(place2, i-1))<a32 & (vel(place1, i-1)vel(place2, i-1))>0
fflag=4;
if (disp(place1, i-2)-disp(place2, i-2))<=(disp(place1, i-3)disp(place2, i-3))
distance1=(disp(place1, i-2)-disp(place2, i-2))
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i
end
if abs(vel(place1,i-2)-vel(place2,i-2))>abs(vel(place1,i-3)vel(place2,i-3)) & abs(vel(place1,i-2)-vel(place2,i-2))>abs(vel(place1,i1)-vel(place2,i-1))
if abs(abs(vel(place1,i-1)-vel(place2,i-1))-abs(vel(place1,i3)-vel(place2,i-3)))>tol2
a32=disp(place1,i-2)-disp(place2,i-2)
end
end
else
fflag=5;
end
else % 1-4 device still acts
%----------------------------------% 1-4 device
%-------------------------------------if (disp(place1, i-1)-disp(place2, i-1))>a32 & (vel(place1, i-1)vel(place2, i-1))<0
fflag=2;
if (disp(place1, i-2)-disp(place2, i-2))>=(disp(place1, i-3)disp(place2, i-3))
distance1=(disp(place1, i-2)-disp(place2, i-2))
i
end
if abs(vel(place1,i-2)-vel(place2,i-2))>abs(vel(place1,i-3)vel(place2,i-3)) & abs(vel(place1,i-2)-vel(place2,i-2))>abs(vel(place1,i1)-vel(place2,i-1))
if abs(abs(vel(place1,i-1)-vel(place2,i-1))-abs(vel(place1,i3)-vel(place2,i-3)))>tol2
a32=disp(place1,i-2)-disp(place2,i-2)
zerovel=zerovel+1
end
end
elseif (disp(place1, i-1)-disp(place2, i-1))<a32 & (vel(place1, i-1)vel(place2, i-1))>0
fflag=4;
if (disp(place1, i-2)-disp(place2, i-2))<=(disp(place1, i-3)disp(place2, i-3))
distance1=(disp(place1, i-2)-disp(place2, i-2))
i
end
if abs(vel(place1,i-2)-vel(place2,i-2))>abs(vel(place1,i-3)vel(place2,i-3)) & abs(vel(place1,i-2)-vel(place2,i-2))>abs(vel(place1,i1)-vel(place2,i-1))
if abs(abs(vel(place1,i-1)-vel(place2,i-1))-abs(vel(place1,i3)-vel(place2,i-3)))>tol2
a32=disp(place1,i-2)-disp(place2,i-2)
zerovel=zerovel+1
end
end
elseif (disp(place1, i-1)-disp(place2, i-1))>a32 & (vel(place1, i-1)vel(place2, i-1))>0
fflag=1;
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elseif (disp(place1, i-1)-disp(place2, i-1))<a32 & (vel(place1, i-1)vel(place2, i-1))<0
fflag=3;
else
fflag=5;
end
end
%-----------------------------% size of the 2-4 device
%----------------------------if devicesize==1
resistfsize=k*0.1;
elseif devicesize==2
resistfsize=k*0.5;
elseif devicesize==3
resistfsize=k*0.75;
elseif devicesize==4
resistfsize=k*1;
elseif devicesize==5
resistfsize=k*1.5;
elseif devicesize==6
resistfsize=k*2;
elseif devicesize==7
resistfsize=k*5;
end
if nel==42
counter=0;
counter2=nos*nce*3;
elasticforce=zeros(sdof,1);
for eli=1:nel
element(eli).forcevector = (element(eli).T)'*element(eli).forces;
end
elasticforce(1)=elasticforce(1)+element(1).forcevector(4);
elasticforce(3)=elasticforce(3)+element(1).forcevector(6);
for eli=2:nos*nce
elasticforce(counter+1)=elasticforce(counter+1)+element(eli).forcevector(
1);
elasticforce(counter+3)=elasticforce(counter+3)+element(eli).forcevector(
3);
elasticforce(counter+4)=elasticforce(counter+4)+element(eli).forcevector(
4);
elasticforce(counter+6)=elasticforce(counter+6)+element(eli).forcevector(
6);
counter=counter+3;
end

elasticforce(3*nos*nce+1)=elasticforce(3*nos*nce+1)+element(nos*nce+1).fo
rcevector(4);
elasticforce(3*nos*nce+3)=elasticforce(3*nos*nce+3)+element(nos*nce+1).fo
rcevector(6);
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for eli=(nos*nce+2):(2*nos*nce)
elasticforce(counter2+1)=elasticforce(counter2+1)+element(eli).forcevecto
r(1);
elasticforce(counter2+3)=elasticforce(counter2+3)+element(eli).forcevecto
r(3);
elasticforce(counter2+4)=elasticforce(counter2+4)+element(eli).forcevecto
r(4);
elasticforce(counter2+6)=elasticforce(counter2+6)+element(eli).forcevecto
r(6);
counter2=counter2+3;
end

elasticforce(18)=elasticforce(18)+element(37).forcevector(3);
elasticforce(72)=elasticforce(72)+element(38).forcevector(6);
elasticforce(36)=elasticforce(36)+element(39).forcevector(3);
elasticforce(90)=elasticforce(90)+element(40).forcevector(6);
elasticforce(54)=elasticforce(54)+element(41).forcevector(3);
elasticforce(108)=elasticforce(108)+element(42).forcevector(6);
elseif nel>42
counter=0;
counter2=nos*nce*3;
elasticforce=zeros(sdof,1);
for eli=1:nel
element(eli).forcevector = (element(eli).T)'*element(eli).forces;
end
elasticforce(1)=elasticforce(1)+element(1).forcevector(4);
elasticforce(3)=elasticforce(3)+element(1).forcevector(6);
for eli=2:nos*nce
elasticforce(counter+1)=elasticforce(counter+1)+element(eli).forcevector(
1);
elasticforce(counter+3)=elasticforce(counter+3)+element(eli).forcevector(
3);
elasticforce(counter+4)=elasticforce(counter+4)+element(eli).forcevector(
4);
elasticforce(counter+6)=elasticforce(counter+6)+element(eli).forcevector(
6);
counter=counter+3;
end

elasticforce(3*nos*nce+1)=elasticforce(3*nos*nce+1)+element(nos*nce+1).fo
rcevector(4);
elasticforce(3*nos*nce+3)=elasticforce(3*nos*nce+3)+element(nos*nce+1).fo
rcevector(6);
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for eli=(nos*nce+2):(2*nos*nce)
elasticforce(counter2+1)=elasticforce(counter2+1)+element(eli).forcevecto
r(1);
elasticforce(counter2+3)=elasticforce(counter2+3)+element(eli).forcevecto
r(3);
elasticforce(counter2+4)=elasticforce(counter2+4)+element(eli).forcevecto
r(4);
elasticforce(counter2+6)=elasticforce(counter2+6)+element(eli).forcevecto
r(6);
counter2=counter2+3;
end
for eli=1:nos

elasticforce(nce*eli*3)=elasticforce(nce*eli*3)+element(2*nos*nce+eli).fo
rcevector(3);
elasticforce(nce*eli*3+nce*nos*3)=elasticforce(nce*eli*3+nce*nos*3)+eleme
nt(2*nos*nce+eli).forcevector(6);
end
%tendon adds elastic force too
if tendloc==1
elasticforce(3)=elasticforce(3)+element(43).forcevector(3);
elasticforce(72)=elasticforce(72)+element(43).forcevector(6);
elseif tendloc==2
elasticforce(3)=elasticforce(3)+element(43).forcevector(3);
elasticforce(90)=elasticforce(90)+element(43).forcevector(6);
elseif tendloc==3
elasticforce(3)=elasticforce(3)+element(43).forcevector(3);
elasticforce(108)=elasticforce(108)+element(43).forcevector(6);
elseif tendloc==4
elasticforce(18)=elasticforce(18)+element(43).forcevector(3);
elasticforce(90)=elasticforce(90)+element(43).forcevector(6);
elseif tendloc==5
elasticforce(18)=elasticforce(18)+element(43).forcevector(3);
elasticforce(108)=elasticforce(108)+element(43).forcevector(6);
elseif tendloc==6
elasticforce(36)=elasticforce(36)+element(43).forcevector(3);
elasticforce(108)=elasticforce(108)+element(43).forcevector(6);
elseif tendloc==8
elasticforce(3)=elasticforce(3)+element(43).forcevector(3);
elasticforce(111)=elasticforce(111)+element(43).forcevector(6);
elasticforce(111)=elasticforce(111)+element(44).forcevector(3);
elasticforce(114)=elasticforce(114)+element(44).forcevector(6);
elasticforce(114)=elasticforce(114)+element(45).forcevector(3);
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elasticforce(108)=elasticforce(108)+element(45).forcevector(6);
end
end
if fflag==2
F1=(resistfsize)*(distance1-(disp(place1,i-1)-disp(place2,i-1)));
P(place1,i)=P(place1,i)+F1;
Pstar(:,i)=P(:,i)+mm*((4/dt)*vel(:,i-1)+acc(:,i-1))+2*cc*vel(:,i1) - cc*vel(:,i-1)-elasticforce;
Kstar=(4/dt^2)*mm+(2/dt)*cc+kk;
deltadisp(:,i)=inv(Kstar)*Pstar(:,i);
deltadisp2=deltadisp(:,i);
disp(:,i)=disp(:,i-1)+deltadisp(:,i);
vel(:,i) = -vel(:,i-1)+(2/dt)*(deltadisp(:,i));
acc(:,i) = (4/(dt^2))*(deltadisp(:,i)-dt*vel(:,i-1))-acc(:,i-1);
elseif fflag==4
F1=(resistfsize)*(distance1-(disp(place1,i-1)-disp(place2,i-1)));
P(place1,i)=P(place1,i)+F1;
Pstar(:,i)=P(:,i)+mm*((4/dt)*vel(:,i-1)+acc(:,i-1))+2*cc*vel(:,i1) - cc*vel(:,i-1)-elasticforce;
Kstar=(4/dt^2)*mm+(2/dt)*cc+kk;
deltadisp(:,i)=inv(Kstar)*Pstar(:,i);
deltadisp2=deltadisp(:,i);
disp(:,i)=disp(:,i-1)+deltadisp(:,i);
vel(:,i) = -vel(:,i-1)+(2/dt)*(deltadisp(:,i));%
acc(:,i) = (4/(dt^2))*(deltadisp(:,i)-dt*vel(:,i-1))-acc(:,i-1);
elseif fflag==1
F1=-(resistfsize)*(disp(place1,i-1)-disp(place2,i-1));
P(place1,i)=P(place1,i)+F1;
Pstar(:,i)=P(:,i)+mm*((4/dt)*vel(:,i-1)+acc(:,i-1))+2*cc*vel(:,i1) - cc*vel(:,i-1)-elasticforce;
Kstar=(4/dt^2)*mm+(2/dt)*cc+kk;
deltadisp(:,i)=inv(Kstar)*Pstar(:,i);
deltadisp2=deltadisp(:,i);
disp(:,i)=disp(:,i-1)+deltadisp(:,i);
vel(:,i) = -vel(:,i-1)+(2/dt)*(deltadisp(:,i));
acc(:,i) = (4/(dt^2))*(deltadisp(:,i)-dt*vel(:,i-1))-acc(:,i-1);
elseif fflag==3
F1=-(resistfsize)*(disp(place1,i-1)-disp(place2,i-1));
P(place1,i)=P(place1,i)+F1;
Pstar(:,i)=P(:,i)+mm*((4/dt)*vel(:,i-1)+acc(:,i-1))+2*cc*vel(:,i1) - cc*vel(:,i-1)-elasticforce;
Kstar=(4/dt^2)*mm+(2/dt)*cc+kk;
deltadisp(:,i)=inv(Kstar)*Pstar(:,i);
deltadisp2=deltadisp(:,i);
disp(:,i)=disp(:,i-1)+deltadisp(:,i);
vel(:,i) = -vel(:,i-1)+(2/dt)*(deltadisp(:,i));
acc(:,i) = (4/(dt^2))*(deltadisp(:,i)-dt*vel(:,i-1))-acc(:,i-1);
else
Pstar(:,i)=P(:,i)+mm*((4/dt)*vel(:,i-1)+acc(:,i-1))+2*cc*vel(:,i1) - cc*vel(:,i-1)-elasticforce;
Kstar=(4/dt^2)*mm+(2/dt)*cc+kk;
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deltadisp(:,i)=inv(Kstar)*Pstar(:,i);
deltadisp2=deltadisp(:,i);
disp(:,i)=disp(:,i-1)+deltadisp(:,i);
vel(:,i) = -vel(:,i-1)+(2/dt)*(deltadisp(:,i));
acc(:,i) = (4/(dt^2))*(deltadisp(:,i)-dt*vel(:,i-1))-acc(:,i-1);
end
cat(i)=fflag;
%----------------------------------------------------% change in displacement for each dof for each element
%----------------------------------------------------element(1).deltau=[0 0 0 deltadisp2(1:3)'];
apple=0;
for eli=2:nce*nos
element(eli).deltau=deltadisp2((1+apple):(6+apple))';
apple=apple+3;
end
element(nce*nos+1).deltau=[0 0 0
deltadisp2(3*nce*nos+1:3*nce*nos+3)'];
apple=nce*nos*3;
for eli=(nce*nos+2):2*nce*nos
element(eli).deltau=deltadisp2((1+apple):(6+apple))';
apple=apple+3;
end
for eli=1:nos
element(2*nce*nos+eli).deltau=[deltadisp2((nce*eli*32):nce*eli*3)'...
deltadisp2(((nce*nos*3+nce*eli*3)2):(nce*nos*3+nce*eli*3))'];
end
if nel>42
if tendloc==1
element(43).deltau=[deltadisp2(1:3)' deltadisp2(70:72)'];
elseif tendloc==2
element(43).deltau=[deltadisp2(1:3)' deltadisp2(88:90)'];
elseif tendloc==3
element(43).deltau=[deltadisp2(1:3)' deltadisp2(106:108)'];
elseif tendloc==4
element(43).deltau=[deltadisp2(16:18)' deltadisp2(88:90)'];
elseif tendloc==5
element(43).deltau=[deltadisp2(16:18)' deltadisp2(106:108)'];
elseif tendloc==6
element(43).deltau=[deltadisp2(34:36)' deltadisp2(106:108)'];
elseif tendloc==8
element(43).deltau=[deltadisp2(1:3)' deltadisp2(109:111)'];
element(44).deltau=[deltadisp2(109:111)'
deltadisp2(112:114)'];
element(45).deltau=[deltadisp2(112:114)'
deltadisp2(106:108)'];
end
end
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%--------------------------------------------------% Calculating the hysteresis forces
%--------------------------------------------------for eli=1:nel
element(eli).deltaVbar=element(eli).T*element(eli).deltau';
element(eli).deltaforces=element(eli).Smatrix*element(eli).deltaVbar;
element(eli).deltaforcehysteresis(1)=element(eli).deltaforces(1);
element(eli).deltaforcehysteresis(2)=element(eli).deltaforces(2)/(element
(eli).el*element(eli).I*element(eli).F(2));
element(eli).deltaforcehysteresis(3)=element(eli).deltaforces(3)/(element
(eli).el*element(eli).I*element(eli).F(3));
for cntr=1:3
element(eli).Fold(cntr)=element(eli).F(cntr);
if cntr==1 %update the axial force in the member

element(eli).uold(cntr)=element(eli).uold(cntr)+element(eli).deltaVbar(cn
tr);
element(eli).forces(cntr)=element(eli).uold(cntr)*element(eli).el*element
(eli).area;
elseif cntr>=2
[frcovershoot,element(eli).forces(cntr),element(eli).uold(cntr),...
element(eli).deltadispold(cntr),element(eli).Fnew(cntr),...
element(eli).posdispen(cntr),element(eli).negdispen(cntr),...
element(eli).unloadingcross(cntr),element(eli).unloadingfactor(cntr),...
element(eli).unloadingcntr(cntr),flag]=...
flexuralloads(element(eli).deltaforcehysteresis(cntr),element(eli).el,ele
ment(eli).I,element(eli).bilinearfactor,...
element(eli).positiveyieldforce(cntr),element(eli).negativeyieldforce(cnt
r),alpha,...
element(eli).forces(cntr),element(eli).uold(cntr),element(eli).deltadispo
ld(cntr),...
element(eli).F(cntr),element(eli).posdispen(cntr),element(eli).negdispen(
cntr),...
element(eli).unloadingcross(cntr),element(eli).unloadingfactor(cntr),...
element(eli).unloadingcntr(cntr));
end
end
%----------------------------------------------------------------% recalculating the K and C matrices if the members have yielded
%------------------------------------------------------------------
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if sum((element(eli).Fnew-element(eli).F).^2)>tol
%members have yielded recalculate K and C

[element(eli).S,element(eli).Smatrix,element(eli).SM]=beammodel(element(e
li).area,sheararea,element(eli).el,element(eli).G,element(eli).I,element(
eli).hingelength,element(eli).Fnew,element(eli).T,element(eli).clearlengt
h);
% constructing the global stiffness matrix
nd(1)=nodes(eli,1); %1st connected node for the iel-th
element
nd(2)=nodes(eli,2); %2nd connected node for the iel-th
element
x1=gcoord(nd(1),1); y1=gcoord(nd(1),2); %coordinates of the
1st node
x2=gcoord(nd(2),1); y2=gcoord(nd(2),2); %coordinates of the
2nd node
leng=sqrt((x2-x1)^2+(y2-y1)^2); %element length
if x2-x1==0;
beta=2*atan(1);

%angle between local and global

coordinates
else
beta=atan((y2-y1)/(x2-x1));
end
r=[ cos(beta) sin(beta) 0
0
-sin(beta) cos(beta) 0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
cos(beta)
0
0
0 -sin(beta)
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
sin(beta)
cos(beta)
0

0;...
0;...
0;...
0;...
0;...
1];

% stiffness matrix at the global axis
SMr(:,:,eli)=element(eli).SM;
kk=zeros(sdof1,sdof1); % clearing old stiffness matrix
for iel=1:nel
nd(1)=nodes(iel,1);
nd(2)=nodes(iel,2);

%1st connected node for the iel-th element
%2nd connected node for the iel-th element

x1=gcoord(nd(1),1); y1=gcoord(nd(1),2); %coordinates of the 1st
node
x2=gcoord(nd(2),1); y2=gcoord(nd(2),2); %coordinates of the 2nd
node
leng=sqrt((x2-x1)^2+(y2-y1)^2); %element length
if x2-x1==0;
beta=2*atan(1);
%angle between local and global coordinates
else
beta=atan((y2-y1)/(x2-x1));
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end
ipt=3; %flag for diagonal mass matrix
index=feeldof(nd,nnel,ndof); %extract system dofs for the element
kk=feasmbl1(kk,SMr(:,:,iel),index);

%assemble system stiffness

matrix
end
%---------------------------------% applying the boundary conditions
%----------------------------------

[kk,mm3]=feaplycsmultstorey(kk,zeros(ndof*nnode,ndof*nnode),nos,nce,nnode
);
cc=alpha11*mm + beta11*kk;
end
element(eli).F = element(eli).Fnew;
end
stifffactor1(loopcntr)=element(1).F(2);
stifffactor2(loopcntr)=element(1).F(3);
recordelementforce1(loopcntr)=1*element(1).forces(1);
recordelementforce2(loopcntr)=-1*element(1).forces(2);
recordelementforce3(loopcntr)=-1*element(12).forces(3);
loopcntr=loopcntr+1;
end
char=['tendontwofour' 'size' num2str(devicesize) 'loc'
num2str(devicelocation) 'v.mat'];
save(['D:\users\cme22\24crap\' char],'disp','vel','acc','cat','t');
end
end
end
end
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Appendix B – Subroutines

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% Forces or Timehistory ( or external )
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Types of loads implemented:
%
GroundAcceleration
%
Other (hard coded sinusoid)
%
global F
F.Type
F.file
F.name
F.dt

=
=
=
=

'GroundAcceleration';%
'blastdata3.data';
% file name. should end in data
'Random ground acceleration data';
% name
0.003;
% discretization of the record

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% End of Load Definition
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
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function [T,clearlength]=transformmatrix(end1,end2,elength,x,y)
% creating the transformation matrix
% sin_alpha=elength(1)/elength;
% cos_alpha=0/elength;
% elength=3.6;
% end1=0;
% end2=0;
sin_alpha=y/elength;
cos_alpha=x/elength;
clearlength=elength-end1-end2;
T(1,1)=-cos_alpha;
T(1,2)=-sin_alpha;
T(1,3)=0;
T(1,4)=cos_alpha;
T(1,5)=sin_alpha;
T(1,6)=0;
T(2,1)=sin_alpha/clearlength;
T(2,2)=-cos_alpha/clearlength;
T(2,3)=-1-end1/clearlength;
T(2,4)=-sin_alpha/clearlength;
T(2,5)=cos_alpha/clearlength;
T(2,6)=-end2/clearlength;
T(3,1)=-sin_alpha/clearlength;
T(3,2)=cos_alpha/clearlength;
T(3,3)=end1/clearlength;
T(3,4)=sin_alpha/clearlength;
T(3,5)=-cos_alpha/clearlength;
T(3,6)=1+end2/clearlength;

function
[S,Smatrix,SM]=beammodel(area,sheararea,el,G,I,hingelength,F,T,clearlengt
h)
%
% This function calls two other programs to evaluate the stiffness vector
% and the stiffness matrix for the beam element.
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[S]=giberson1comp(area,sheararea,el,G,I,clearlength,hingelength,F);
% S is a vector of the values from the matrix, which are skyline stored,
% and the vector LA references where the diagonals of the matrix are in
the
% vector S. THe final matrix is symmetrical.
LA=[1,2,4];
[Smatrix,SM]=matrixmult(S,LA,T);
% AE=el*area;
% GA=G*area;
% EI=el*I;
%
% [S]=Giberson_one(AE,GA,EI,clear_length,Hinge_Length,F);
%
% % S is a vector of the values from the matrix, which are skyline
stored,
% % and the vector LA references where the diagonals of the matrix are in
the
% % vector S. THe final matrix is symmetrical.
% LA=[1,2,4];
% [S_matrix,SM]=matrix_mult(S,LA,T);

function
[s]=giberson1comp(area,sheararea,el,G,I,clearlength,hingelength,F)
s(1)=F(1,1)*(area*el)/clearlength;
if el*I>0
beta1=0;
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if G*area>0
beta1=1/(G*sheararea*clearlength);
end
Fii=clearlength/(3*el*I)+beta1;
Fjj=clearlength/(3*el*I)+beta1;
Fij=clearlength/(6*el*I)-beta1;
if F(2)<1 & abs(F(2))>0
determinant=(1-F(2))/(F(2)*el*I);
if hingelength(1) > 0
determinant = determinant * hingelength(1);
end
Fii=Fii+determinant;
end
if F(3)<1 & abs(F(3))>0
determinant=(1-F(3))/(F(3)*el*I);
if hingelength(2) > 0
determinant = determinant * hingelength(2);
end
Fjj=Fjj+determinant;
end
if

abs(F(2))>0 & abs(F(3))>0
determinant=1/((Fii*Fjj)-(Fij*Fij));
s(2)=Fjj*determinant;
s(3)=-Fij*determinant;
s(4)=Fii*determinant;

elseif abs(element(eli).F(2))>0
s(2)=1/Fii;
elseif abs(element(eli).F(3))>0
s(4)=1/Fjj;
end
else
error('EI is not a positive value');
end

function [S,SM]=matrixmult(s,LA,T)
S = 0;
for cntr=1:length(LA)
if(LA(cntr))~=(round(LA(cntr))) | LA(cntr)<0
disp('Error, all the elements in LA should be positive integers')
S='Undefined';
return
end
end
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for i=1:length(LA)
S(i,i)=s(LA(i));
if i>1
if (LA(i)-1)~=(LA(i-1));
for j=1:((LA(i)-1)-LA(i-1));
S(i-j,i)=s(LA(i)-j);
end
end
end
end
for mi=1:length(LA)
for n=1:length(LA)
S(n,mi)=S(mi,n);
end
end

SM=T'*S*T; % all elements are identical thus the local
% stiffness matrices are also identical.

function [index]=feeldof(nd,nnel,ndof)
%---------------------------------------------------------% Purpose:
%
Compute system dofs associated with each element
%
% Synopsis:
%
[index]=feeldof(nd,nnel,ndof)
%
% Variable Description:
%
index - system dof vector associated with element "iel"
%
iel - element number whose system dofs are to be determined
%
nnel - number of nodes per element
%
ndof - number of dofs per node
%----------------------------------------------------------edof = nnel*ndof;
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k=0;
for i=1:nnel
start = (nd(i)-1)*ndof;
for j=1:ndof
k=k+1;
index(k)=start+j;
end
end

function [kk]=feasmbl1(kk,k,index)
%---------------------------------------------------------% Purpose:
%
Assembly of element matrices into the system matrix
%
% Synopsis:
%
[kk]=feasmbl1(kk,k,index)
%
% Variable Description:
%
kk - system matrix
%
k - element matrix
%
index - d.o.f. vector associated with an element
%-----------------------------------------------------------

edof = length(index);
for i=1:edof
ii=index(i);
for j=1:edof
jj=index(j);
kk(ii,jj)=kk(ii,jj)+k(i,j);
end
end
function [kk,mm]=feaplycsmultstorey(kk,mm,nos,nce,nnode)
%---------------------------------------------------------------------% Purpose:
%
Apply constraints to eigenvalue matrix equation
%
[kk]{x}=lamda[mm]{x}
%
% Synopsis:
%
[kk,mm]=feaplycs(kk,mm,bcdof)
%
% Variable Description:
%
kk - system stiffness matrix before applying constraints
%
mm - system mass matrix before applying constraints
%
bcdof - a vector containging constrained d.o.f
%--------------------------------------------------------------------sdof=size(kk);
ndof = max(size(kk));
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kk = kk([4:1:(nce*nos*3+3) (nce*nos*3+7):1:3*nnode] ,[4:1:(nce*nos*3+3)
(nce*nos*3+7):1:3*nnode]);
mm = mm([4:1:(nce*nos*3+3) (nce*nos*3+7):1:3*nnode], [4:1:(nce*nos*3+3)
(nce*nos*3+7):1:3*nnode]);

function
[frcovershoot,forces,disp,deltadispold,F,posdispen,negdispen,unloadingcro
ss,unloadingfactor,unloadingcntr,flag]=flexuralloads(deltaforcehysteresis
,el,I,bilinearfactor,...
positiveyieldforce,negativeyieldforce,alpha,...
forces,disp,deltadispold,...
F,posdispen,negdispen,...
unloadingcross,unloadingfactor,...
unloadingcntr)
tolerance=0.001;
unew = disp+deltaforcehysteresis;
forcenew = forces+F*el*I*(deltaforcehysteresis); %deltaforcehysteresis;
if abs(deltaforcehysteresis)>=0 %deltaforcehysteresis
postiveyielddisp=positiveyieldforce/(el*I);
negativeyielddisp=negativeyieldforce/(el*I);
if unloadingfactor<=tolerance
unloadingcross=0;
unloadingfactor=1;
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elseif abs(F-bilinearfactor)<tolerance &
((deltaforcehysteresis).*deltadispold)<0 %
unloadingcntr=unloadingcntr+1;
F=1;
posdispen=max(posdispen, postiveyielddisp);
negdispen=min(negdispen, negativeyielddisp);
if alpha>0
F=min(((postiveyielddisp/posdispen)^alpha),
((negativeyielddisp/negdispen)^alpha));
end
unloadingcross=disp-forces/(F*el*I);
unloadingfactor=F;
end
if unew>=(unloadingfactor*unloadingcross+(1bilinearfactor)*postiveyielddisp)/(unloadingfactor-bilinearfactor)
F=bilinearfactor;
forces=positiveyieldforce+bilinearfactor*el*I*(unewpostiveyielddisp);
flag=2; %positive yield
elseif unew<=(unloadingfactor*unloadingcross+(1bilinearfactor)*negativeyielddisp)/(unloadingfactor-bilinearfactor)
F=bilinearfactor;
forces=negativeyieldforce+bilinearfactor*el*I*(unewnegativeyielddisp);
flag=3; %negative yield
else
F=unloadingfactor;
forces=F*el*I*(unew-unloadingcross);
flag=1; %elastic
end
frcovershoot=forcenew-forces;
deltadispold=deltaforcehysteresis;
disp=unew;
posdispen=max(disp',posdispen);
negdispen=min(disp',negdispen);
end
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